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lion And V.F.W. Will
„or War Victims At
morial Service

program is being sponjointly by the American
and the V.F.W., and
rs of both organizations
|rgently requested to parG. R. Pendergraph, dissionary for the Baptist
and a major in the Air
in World War II, will be
tincipal speakers.
|a. Varble, commander of
egion Post, will dedicate
to the Unknown Soldier
other crosses to men of
nmunity who have given
lives in wars. Harold HolVFW chaplain, will lead
Iyer.
|tr Band will furnish music
(service. Sam Steger, comftr of the V.F.W., will expie origin and purpose of
rial Day in a brief address,
public is invited to be
ft, to add its tribute to the
po gave their all for the
lation of the American
t life, Mr. Steger said, urglat the community mark
|v the day set apart for
upose.
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j Blacktop Surface
On Cadiz Road;
On Other Routes

CO.

((top surfacing of the
on-Cadiz highway, from
limit to Black Hawk
at the intersection with
fie James Highway, a disDf 10.957 miles, is under

fie State Highway Departweekly bulletin states,
affic toward Hopkinsville
^ng via Cobb and Gracie,
pome is going straight
on the Princeton-Hoproad, which also is to
I blacktop surfacing on its
^n county end soon. Grades piece of roadway has
been done.
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Iher Ditch Is
|e By Dynamite
-Feet-Long Job
On J. D. Oliver

j thousand feet of

ditch,

et deep with a top width

was blasted with dyna| the farm of J. D. Oliver,
Farmersville neighborly week at a cost of apply
cents a lineal
nty Agent J. F. Graham
3raham said the work
fe under supervision of
Ue and Edward L. Sandnicians for the Caldwell
Soil Conservation DisP- Smith, Madisonville,
ktative of a powder compd the blasting,
ng of this wet bottom
a part of a Soil ConPlan started by Mr.
Iraham said ditching by
lean be dohe successfully
]very wet land. He said
nents can be made to do
^k through the Soil Condistrict.

ice Open One
Memorial Day

doz.

rinceton Postottice will
only one hour, from 8
:lock Friday morning,
Memorial Day, Post^ohn Mahan said Tuesre will be no delivery
[by carriers that day.
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fa Baptists To
Vacation School

nnual Vacation Bible
iU be held at Fredonia
^urch June 2-15, It was
Tuesday. Classes will
rom 8 until 11 o'clock
with commenceercisea Sunday night,

In Chicken Coop

Ardery Says Congressman Ducks Duties And
Issues, Urges Waterfield's Election

re Friday
plans were made this
for memorial services to
>roic dead of World War I
to be held at the courtI Memorial Day, Friday, at
ick, Sam Steger, command| the V.F.W. said Wednes-

Charges Clements
Drew $5,000 For
11 Days

Farmers Advised To Set
Only Healthy Plants;
Enough Left To Set
1947 Crop

(By Associated Press)

Louisville — A charge that
Rep. Earle C. Clements was present only 11 days in Congress
during the first four months of
this year, for which his salary
was $5,000, was made Saturday
| night by Philip P. Ardery of
Frankfort.
The young attorney made that
charge and others against Clements in an address
delivered
over radio station WHAS here,
in which he advocated the Democratic nomination of Harry Lee
Waterfield for Governor.
Ardery, who was a candidate
for Democratic nomination to
the U. S. Senate last year, also
declared that while drawing a
third of his annual salary, Clements had "failed to vote on two
important labor bills."
E D I T O R I A L
Waterfield, as speaker of thfe
IHNIIUIIilHIIIIU|
'i.i>HltMM<UltMtl 1946 Kentucky House of Representatives, was described by
Your vote is Democracy's greatest protection . . .
Ardery
as having been present
and June 3 is the last day you can register. The Kenat every one of the 60 days of
tucky Association of Student Veterans' clubs urges
that session, where he was paid
you to register before June 3, and to vote . . . for your
$20 a day. "He never ducked an
country's safety and your own future liberty.
issue and never walked out on
a vote of an important bill,"
Freedom as we have known it is in grave danger of
Ardery asserted.
disappearing from the Earth.
On every hand ComArdery reiterated charges that
munism threatens. Grave inequities prevail in our own
Clements, while State senator,
land and, if Democracy is to survive, more good citizens
worked against the bill enabling
must take a hand in safeguarding the great freedoms
TVA power to be sold in Kentucky, and advocated what Arwe enjoy as a heritage from our valiant forebears.
dery termed "crippling amendIn Kentucky this year we are faced with an old, old
ments" to the TVA act in 1944
threat, the return to power of the Old Guard profesand 1946,
although he added
sional political wrecking crew whose standard bearers,
Clements claimed to have favored TVA. He declared Waterfield
in both parties, are in league with the powerful utilities
fought for TVA throughout, and
and other selfish interests.
i
asked, "are you for the people
On the record of performance of the men now seekor for the power trust?"
ing the nomination as Governor of Kentucky, the peoDeclaring TVA electric power
ple have only one candidate . . . Harry Lee Waterfield,
was vital in World War II and
who has consistently fought their battles in the State
will be in any other way, Ardery
accused the "power trusts" of
Legislature, while his Democratic opponent has tried
refusing
to put their surpluses
to kill the T V A by his militant support of the iniquiinto expansion, and predicted a
tous Moss Bill. The favored Republican candidate is
power shortage would cause a
also the friend of the big utilities and intrenched inblackout or rationing before the
terests.
end of this year, unless a depression cuts down use of the
In the field of education, where one of our most presscurrent.
ing emergencies exists today,
Waterfield fought for
Ardery praised Waterfield's
more money for our schools and now espouses the prostand for increased State aid for
gram of the Kentucky Educational Association, to lift
teachers and for rural roads, and
said Waterfield soon, will presthe level of child training and to improve the lot of
ent a program that "will enlist
teachers . . . while Clements, as leader of the State
the support of veterans."
Senate, helped trim the school appropriation and aided
in creating the present emergency.

Governments totter all over the world today
because the people of other nations have not been vigilant in protecting their rights.
While the world looks to the USA for example, help
and guidance let us not be unmindful of the grave risks
we run here at home by neglecting to do our first duty
as citizens . . . at the ballot box.
Register and vote.

The ballot is Democracy's great-

est protection.

Water On Track Delays
New I. C. Streamliner

Cub Pack Will Have
Picnic Thursday, May 29
George Eldred, Packmaster,
announced a picnic for all Cub
members will be held Thursday
afternoon, May 29. A picnic lunch
will be served and recreation
will be enjoyed by the group.
Mr. Eldred, Mrs. Louard Oliver,
a den mother, and David W.
Schulherr, pastor of the church,
will accompany the group.

The southbound Louisville section of the Illinois Central Railroad's new streamliner, City of
New Orleans, was delayed about
5 hours Sunday by a flooded
creek near Caneyville.
Water from
Caney Creek
quickly rose to about 15 to 18
inches over the track. Earlier,
heavy rain had fallen in that
area for about five hours.
Condition Improved
The condition of Mrs. Lloyd
Smith,
the former Beverly LesWilliam H. May Enters
ter, of Oklahoma City, Okla., is
Race For Lieut. Governor reported to be improved, her
William H. May, well known mother, Mrs. J. D. Lester, rehereabouts and a brother-in-law ported Wednesday. Mrs. Smith
of James G. Dollar! announced has been seriously ill the last
his candidacy for the Democratic several weeks. Her father has
nomination as Lieut. Governor returned from her bedside.
this week. Mr. May was the
nominee for this office in 1943,
being defeated In the GOP up- Kiwanians Vote Thanks
set victory. He is a general con- To Simmons For Work
tractor and manufacturer of
E. J. Neisus, of the Farm Manwindow fixtures, at Frankfort. agement department, University
,His wife is the former Betsy of Kentucky, was guest speaker
Lynn Simpson, of Madisonville. at Wednesday's meeting of the
Kiwanis Club - his
subject:
Miss Mary Lois Sims, daugh- "What's New in Agriculture". A
ter of Mrs. Delphia Jenkins, rising vote of thanks for his
Varmint Trace Road, is Improv- work as chairman of the highly
ed after being confined to her successful new hospital campaign
bed the last month on account was given Klwanian Thos, J.
Simmons by his fellow members.
of scarlet fever.

Poppy Sale Nets
$323 For Charity

Sidney Satterfield Wins
First Prize As Top
Sales-Girl

"Poppy Day", jointly sponsored here by the Veterans of
Foreign Wars an<^ the American
Legion Auxiliary,
was pronounced a success by Clifford
McConnell,
chairman for the
VFW, and Mrs. A. C. Nuckols,
chairman for the Auxiliary promotion. Approximately 3500 poppies were purchased in Princeton Saturday, proceeds amounting to more than $323.
Girls selling poppies for the
Auxiliary, including Girl Scouts,
were Catherine Hopper, Nancy
Armstrong,
Wilma
Cummins,
Joyce Hollowell, Jo Ann Jacob,
Cissy Gresham, Patsy Shortt, Jo
Ann Mitchell, Barbara Kilgore,
Sue Boyd, Jean Creekmur, Jean
Harris,
Jacqueline Koltinsky,
Mary Lou George, Sara Richie,
Patsy Horn, Shirley Ryan, Sidney Satterfield, Carolyn Watson,
Donna Calloway and Connie
Brasher.
Sidney Satterfield won first
prize for selling the moat poppies; Shfrley Ryan, second; and
Joyce Hollowell, third. Girl
Scouts, as an organization were
given $5 in cash, and all the
girls were entertained with a
party at the Princeton Creamery
Monday afternoon.
Net proceeds from the Auxiliary's sale, $212, are to be used
for child welfare work and to
help pay the pledge to the new
hospital fund, Mrs. Nuckols said.
Y-Teen girls sold poppies for
the VFW, Mr. McConnell said.

Undergoes TonaUectomy

Miss Mildred Rogers, employe
of the Farmers National Bank,
underwent
a tonsilectomy at!
Princeton Hospital last Wednesday.

Total At $71,404
And More Coming
Eddy Creek Tops Rural Communities; Negroes
Give $2,041; Office To Be Kept Open In
K. U. Building To Receive Gifts, Conduct
Campaign For Bond Issue

(By Associated Press)

Bullets And Ballots

A democracy is supposed to provide government that
is best for A L L the people . . . but only one of the
candidates offering for Governor in this fateful year
has come out on the people's side. The other speaks
in vag»e generalities and promises nothing, while his
record gives the people little to hope for in the future,
from him.

Tobacco Beds Are
Badly Infested
With Diseases

Dirty, weeping and hungry,
Delores Diaz, 7, was removed
by state police May 24 from
a trash-filled, padlocked chicken coop in Charleston, W. Va.,
after neighbors heard her cries.
State Police Cpl. R. T. Cummings said the child's mother,
Mary Diaz, told him she frequently locked up Delores "to
keep her from running away."
The child was under care of
social workers (May 26) and
her mother and father, Domingo, in jail charged with neglecting her. (AP Wirephoto)

County Graduates
To Get Diplomas
Rev. Tom Collins Will
Address 87 Eighth
Graders Saturday

Lexington — Tobacco growers
are facing the worst outbreak
of wildfire and leafspot diseases
in plant beds in recent years,
Russell Hunt, of the University
of Kentucky, said upon returning from an extensive tour of
the State.
Reports of the presence of
"blue mould" in Caldwell
county tobacco plant beds
have been received by his
office here, County Agricultural Agent J. F. Graham
said this week. It is believed
here there are plenty of tobacco plants to set out quotas of both Burley and Dark
tobacco in this county, if
they are carefully and judiciously used.
Hunt stated, there should be
enough plants to set the tobacco
allotments of each grower. Many
farmers are trying to grow more
plants than they ordinarily need,
he said. Hunt advised farmers
to cull them. Otherwise, he said,
the tobacco crop this year may
be damaged.
He said, "Practically all plant
beds not treated early in the
season are affected." Many small
plants already are dead and the
larger plants are beginning to
"spot up," he said.
"The real pay-off may come
later in the season, if there is a
wet summer," H u n t stated.
"When plants infected with
these diseases are set in the
field they will take the diseases
with them. Leaves will develop
spots, holes will come in them,
and they will fall off. Losses
may be especially
heavy in
leaves that would grade flyings
and lugs."
Hunt said he saw many beds
where half the plants were dead
or dying, with others badly infected. Cool, damp and cloudy
weather
aids development of
wildfire and angular leafspot,
he added.
Where beds were treated with
bluestone and lime twice during
the early part o^ the season,
there is little if any disease,
Hunt stated, adding "It is now
too late to do anything to counteract the disease."

Commencement exercises will
be held tor 87 Eighth Grade
graduates of Caldwell County
High schools Saturday, May 31,
at 1 o'clock in the auditorium of
the Caldwell County Courthouse,
it is announced by Supt. Clifton
Clift, who will preside.
The invocation will be said by
the Rev. Carl Overton, after
which Miss Carolyn Taylor will
sing a solo, "Love's Old Sweet
Song", accompanied by Jimmy
Clayton on the trombone.
Principal address will be given
by the Rev. Tom W. Collins,
State School Head "Not
pastor of the First Christian
Church.
Seeking To Control
Don Granstaff will play an
Republican Party"
accordin solo, followed by pre(By Associated
Press)
sentation of diplomas by SuperPaintsville — John Fred Wilintendent Clift. Rev. Carl Qverliams, 42-year-old State Superton will pronounce the benedicintendent of Public Instruction,
tion.
has announced he is a candidate
for the Republican nomination
Princeton Stores Not
for Governor, and at Frankfort
Gov. Willis approved, saying "I
To Close Memorial Day
Princeton stores will not ob- will give him my wholehearted
serve Memorial Day by closing, support."
Advised at his home in LexE. L. Williamson, president of
ington
of Williams' candidacy,
the Retail Merchants Association,
said this week. When the vote Eldon Dummit said: "He's made
was taken regarding which holi- a g r a n d superintendent of
days would be marked by store schools and would make a good
closings here, early in the year, governor".
At Louisville, Jouett Ross
five dates were chosen not inTodd,
Third district GOP leader,
cluding Memorial Day, he said.
declared: "I am sorry to learn
that John Fred Williams has
Mary Neal Sisk To Get
decided to file as a candidate
for Governor, as I hoped a priSmith College Degree
mary
could be avoided. The
Miss Mary Neal Sisk, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Neal H. Third district is solidly behind
Sisk, Wilton, Conn., and grand- Eldon Dummit."
Governor
Willis
reportedly
daughter of Mrs. W. G. Waggonwas
not
at
all
pleased
with
er, Princeton, is a candidate for
the degree of Bachelor of Arts Todd's support of D u m m i t .
Moreover, it was said at the
at the 69th Smith College comCapitol that the Governor pressmencement, Monday, June 16, at
ed the search for another canNorthampton, Mass. Miss Sisk
didate partly on grounds that
formerly attended high school
many Louisville GOPsters were
at Knoxville, Tenn., and Roger
not praising Todd's action.
Ludlowe High School, Fairfield,
In a statement issued at his
Conn., and the last two years home here, Williams commented:
has been on the Dean's list of
"I am not motivated by a dehonor students.
sire to win my party's nomination in order to control the party
Leave For California To
organization.
I am convinced
Attend Rotary Convention
that rfh overwhelming majority
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Wood of the people are little interested
and Mr. and Mrs. Lem Beckner in contests over party control.'"
left Sunday on a months motor
trip to California. Mr. Wood will Attend Convention
be official delegate to the anW. L. Granstaff and Raleigh
nual convention of Rotary In- Young attended the Kentucky
ternational, to be held at San Hotel Association convention in
Francisco, June 8 to 12.
Louisville Friday.

Williams Enters
Governor's Race

CHAIRMAN SIMMONS!
ISSUES STATEMENT
• I find it impossible to express in words my jubilation over the success of our
H-Day Campaign for a new,
modern hospital.
It is, to my knowledge,
the most remarkable campaign ever conducted in our
county. In a single day we
raised 8 or 10 times as much
money as in smaller campaigns that
have taken
weeks.
I think this shows a determination on the pari of
all oyr people to have a
modern health center and
that the job will be finished by voting the bond issue
in the Fall.
No single individual deserves the credit for success
of this campaign. It belongs
to the entire county; to the
scores of men and women
who actively conducted the
campaign, to the hundreds
of our folk who unselfishly
subscribed their money. The
spirit of cooperation throughout the county was magnificient. We all have reason to
be proud of what we have
done.
I want to point out that
the fl'gures we have released
for publication this week are
on ty
*n apiyoxinpation.
Pledges and money came in
so fast that it will take some
days to classify properly and
accurately total the gifts. We
did want to give you some
idea of what a grand job
you did. An accurate financial statement will be made
as soon as possible.
In spite of our effort to
see everybody H-Day, we
know quite a few were
missed.
Don't withhold youf contribution because we might
have missed you.
We want this hospital to
be the best in every way
and will need every cent we
can get.
In a short time we will
open an office to receive
late pledges and payments
on pledges. In the meantime, you can mail in your
contribution or leave it at
any of the banks in the
county.
The campaign is a wonderful tribute to the fine
people of this county. I know
that all rejoice in its great
success and will put over the
bond issue in a similar manner.

Veterans' Field Agent
To Be Here Wednesdays
Only, After June 1

Princeton and Caldwell county did themselves proud in the
financial campaign for the new
War Memorial Hospital last week
and, with reports of workers still
incomplete, a total of $71,404.85
was reported in donations and
pledges, all payable within one
year, Chairman Tom Simmons
said Tuesday.
The minimums
sought was $50,000.
Outstanding among reports received thus far were those from
Eddy Creek community, the Negro section of Princeton, Fredonia, Crider, Otter Pond and
Eddyville Road - Hollingsworth.
Amounts for these were: Eddy
Creek, $2,700; Princeton Negroes,
$2,041.25;
Fredonia,
$1,965.26;
Crider, $1,034.50; Otter Pond,
$1,506, and Eddyville Road-Hollingsworth, $1,510.
Other reports and communities they represent, as listed by
the chairman Tuesday, were:
Special Gifts
.$36,500.00
Business
6,592.00
Residential
13,477.00
County
Varmint Trace
135.00
White Sulphur
335.50
Friendship
460.00
Freewill
..
99.00
Groom's Lane
377.00
Eureka
295.00
Hopson
198.50
Dripping Springs
278.10
Dawson Road
532.00
Wilson Warehouse Rd.
319.00
Lewistown
581.00
Dulaney
93.00
Cobb
215.00
Good' Springs
126.00
rr.
Ffom former residents and
friends came some "surprise"
gifts, Mr. Simmons said, including one for $25 from Congressman Noble J. Gregory, Washington, D.C.; Rev. and Mrs. D. D.
Dugan and "son. Bob, Ashland,
$25; the Rev. Chas. P. Brooks,
Anniston, Ala., former pastor of
the First Christian Church, $7.50;
and Mrs. Earl Benson, the former
Margarette Jones, $10. It is anticipated more donations from
former citizens,
150 of whom
were sent letters last week, will
be received during the next several weeks, the chairman said.
A meeting of the campaign
committee was scheduled to be
held Wednesday night, to check
up on the canvass in city and
county and to arrange for second
visits of solicitors where prospects were not contacted last
week. It is hoped to have the
solicitation completed by Monday, June 2.
The Hospital
Incorporators
will be asked to meet soon, Mr.
Simmons said, to name a special
committee which will have the
responsibility of selecting a tentative site for the new hospital.
It is also likely arrangements
will be made with architects to
draw plans for the health building, contingent upon a favorable
vote on the bond issue for $100,0 0 0 , which will be submitted to
the voters of the county at the
general election, November 4.
An office for the new hospital
is to be opened and kept open
at the K. U. building, Mr. Simmons said, where additional donations will be accepted, payments on pledges made and
questions pertaining to the project answered. A full-time secretary will be in charge of this
office, from which also the education campaign for the bond
issue will be conducted.

It was announced Tuesday by
Charles G. Ledford, Veterans
Administration contact representative, that effective June 1,
weekly visits to Princeton will
be made each Wednesday at the
courthouse, between the hours of
9 and 3 o'clock. Formerly weekly visits were made each Wednesday and Thursday. Veterans
desiring information or assistance
regarding their rights and benefits under the public laws administered by the Veterans Ad- Allan Watson Is Appointed
ministration will find personnel U.K. Intelligence Officer
there qualified to assist them. * Cadet Captain Allan Watson,
Princeton, has been named intelligence officer of the UniverFredonia Poppy Day
sity of Kentucky's ROTC regiment, Col. G. T. McKensie, head
Nets Auxiliary $50
Mrs. Ivan Bennett, chairman of the military science departof Poppy Day Sales in Fredonia, ment, announced this week.
sponsored by the American Le- Cadet Watson is a student in
gion Auxiliary, reported Tuesday the UK Department of Journala net of $50.38. Working as vol- ism.
unteers were Mesdames A. J.
Eldridge, W. B. Conway, Cecil
Brasher, Jimmy Landis, Ivan
Bennett, David Perkins, Ambie
Fuller and Essie Rucker; Misses
Dorothy Brasher, 'Wilma Green
and Bonnie King.

Virginia Satterfield

W i ins Riding Honors
i Virginia
\
Bowie Satterfield^ •
senior at Ward-Belmofif^Cdflege,
Nashville, Tenn., recently won
second honors in a riding class
Mrs. Louise Jones spent sev- there. She is the daughter o!
eral days last week with her Mr. and Mrs. Boyd Satterfreld,
daughter, Mrs. James Fleming, Princeton, and granddaughter
of Mrs. D, R. Glass, Eddyville.
and family, in Owensboro.

.

Pennyrile Postscripts Byc.M.p.

The Community Proves Itself
Again In Hospital Campaign
Princeton

and

Caldwell

county

folk

have demonstrated again this is a sound
community, with plenty of pride in home
and a strong desire to measure up well
to
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modern standards

which make

for

health and happiness.
The campaign for donations to the new
hospital fund was a decided success, with
the first goal over-subscribed nearly 60
percent as receipts stand now, and prospects good for an even larger margin
above the minimum requirement.
Ten days before the actual canvass for
cash began it was apparent to most interested observers that the people here
would dig down and give what was needed, and then some. Predictions made in
this newspaper have been more than
borne out; and we are delighted this is
true and that the community has proven
itself again, both because we live here
and so that the world may know our people are not backward about providing the
things progressive persons
elsewhere
have learned are needed to make for a
satisfactory home life.
There is credit enough to go around;
and many persons here come in for commendation. The names of the hospital
boosters and fund-raisers are legion . . .
and the service performed by numerous
good citizens, which weighed heavily in
the current success here, dates back
nearly 20 years.
To Chairman Thos. J. Simmons the
community owes lasting thanks for a
well and carefully planned financial campaign ; and to the leaders in the. actual
canvass, a resounding vote of thanks for
unselfish and devoted labors, well performed.
To the incorporators, for their contribution of time, thought and effort, thanks
are due.
To those who have served through the
years on the Old Hospital Board and who
have cooperated whole-heartedly in the
movement for a new hospital, thanks and
praise must go, for theirs has been a
thankless task, fraught with many worries and a deal of work.
And of course there are many individuals here who, for one reason or another

have not come into the white light of
public notice in the hospital movement,
learned the great need and made the new
hospital possible by their donations and
their support of the movement.
Looking back into the pages of the
past, names of those who worked long
and hard for continuation of even the
most meager hospital service here . . .
and who really broke the ground for the
present successful campaign, we would
mention especially Dr. I. Z. Barber, Walter Towery, Ctrl Sparks, Dr. F. T. Linton,
J. F. Graham, the late Medley Pool, the
several women's organizations, the Kiwanis Club and, in later years, the Rotary
Club; the Elks, the churches, Marshall
P. Eldred, Dr. C. H. Jaggers, Gordon
Lisanby, Mrs. Rumsey Taylor, Mrs. May
Blades, Mrs. J. B. Lester, Henry Sevison,
the Jaycees, several Butler High School
groups . . . and finally, a splendid cross
section of the whole community, in last
week's financial campaign.
But, while remembering the folk who
have carried the hospital burden up to
the present, and rejoicing in the prospect
of a splendid new and modern health center here, let us not forget that another
big task looms ahead . . . educating the
mass of the county's people to the facts
behind the proposed bond issue, to be
voted upon at the general election, November 4.
There is considerable misunderstanding of what this bond issue actually involves, what the cost will be to property
owners, how this will be collected, and
numerous kindred questions; and these
matters must be thoroughly explained,
so that the voters will know the Issues
to be decided . . . before we can count
definitely upon starting to build our new
hospital next spring.
W e at The Leader pledge to lend ourselves completely to this educational program and to give generously of our space
and time to the effort; for we are convinced success of the hospital bond issue
is assured if only the people know the
facts, and that the acquisition of a
modern health center will go far toward
making this a still finer and happier place
in which to live.

Way back last year the Hospital Incorporators had a scheme
. . . to get farmers to donate
little pigs to the financial campaign. Said pigs were to be
given in the early Spring, sold
in late Fall . . . and a lot of
money was supposed to accrue
from this source. It didn't come
off . . . but now up comes Dr.
Bert Keeney and offers to give
a bull, and the Kercheval brothers two pigs, proceeds to furnish
a hospital room! Go get these
gifts, Jayceest
*

*

*

Friends are happy with County Attorney and Mrs. Clauscine
Baker upon their adoption of a
lovely baby girl, 15 months old,
recently. The little miss has
been named Lynda Lou and has
already won a wide circle of
admirers.
•

•

*

Jimmy Jones, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Tom Jones, McNary street,
has scored an immediate success as choir and music director
at the First Christian Church,
Madisonville, the Kiwanis Club
was Informed by his pastor last
week when they both visited the
local club. He studied at Transylvania College, being graduated last June, and his many
friends here are happy in his
progress up the ladder.

We beseech the Government,
In the exercise of its spending
powers,
Not only to stay within Its own
budgetBut also within oursl (Anon)
*
*
*
Senator Tom Turner, Murray,
for many years an ardent advocate of good roads, especially for
West Kentucky, visited us last
weekend. He recently sold his
store at Murray and has time for
seeing friends in the Purchase
and Pennyrile. Apparently hale
and hearty at 76, we ardintly
hope Senator Turner will enjoy
years of leisure . . . which we
feel sure will be well spent.
*
*
•
Harry Bolser, Courier-Journal
bureau head at Paducah and a
genial, friendly feller who is
widely popular all over this section, is especially solid at Kuttawa, where he was an honor
guest at the testimonial dinner
given by the Commercial Club
last week for "Mr. Basketball",
Joe Fulks, of Philadelphia Warrior fame. Harry does a swell job
for the big town paper, especially in earning good will.
•
*
*
Voters busted their mayor, who
had served 20 years, and elected
a vigorous young attorney to
the post . . . at Denver, last

week. The oldtlmer, a professional politician, was beaten because he ran > "do-nothing"
machtnr This may be a straw In
the wind. Kentucky has a chance
to do the same this year, In her
State government, by electing
Harry Lee Waterfild and keep-.,
ing th old Rhea professionals
out of power.
*

*

*

The following poem Is from
the Spring Edition of "In Kentucky," official publication of the
Commonwealth of Kentucky:
Kentucky In The SpringKentucky In the Spring
Surely is a pretty thing!
Apple orchards all In bloom
And song birds on the wing,
The Redbud lifts Its rosy boughs
Through all the sunlit hours;
Kentucky is a lovely thingKentucky in the Spring.
The Dogwood is a splash of white
Within the darkened wold
And on the hills
The daffodils
Lift cups of purest gold;
A cat-bird from a tall, tall tree
Sings a lovely rondelay,
Telling us that it Is May
And Springtime In Kentucky I
—Carmilla Ahres Harness
*
*
•
Then there was the mother
who wrote: "We're looking for a
nice young man for Alice—somebody with a secure position like
one of our temporary government workers."

Washington Letter
WASHINGTON DISCUSSES
WAYS TO BUILD UP
HER CULTURE
By Jane Eads
Washington — People came
from Chicago, Boston and Baltimore recently to help members
of the Washington Art Council
conduct a symposium on the
prospect of raising the cultural
status of the capital city.
The Council Is thinking In
terms of making Washington an
art center. So far, James H.
Whyte, Chairman of the Council,
says consideration of the program is merely of an "Investigatory nature."
Inez Boulton, former Presldeht
of the University of Chicago's
Renaissance Society, In discussing how Chicago achieved ita
status culturally, said:
"We made art fun. We took
away the awe of art that some
people have. This sort of thing
sounds easy here, but it would
mean sacrifice for many of you
to insure its success."
Miss Boulton didn't elaborate
on the sacrifices entailed, but
James S. Plaut, director of the
Boston Institute of Modern Art,
said he'd like to feel that Washington might lead the nation In
cultural as well as "formal governmental matters."
Mr. Plaut added that at pres-

ent the nation's cultur» l
drastically concentrated i»,
m 1
York.
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3. R e c r e a t i n a l different*

4. Health hazards.
5. Religious d i f f e r e n c e .
"But underlying all," fe
" the greatest enemy of nu
is emotional immaturity."

A new mineral found ij |
luvial deposits in the
River, British Guiana, hai |
named Merumite.

not vote in the primary elections?

Do

you know that there is danger of your
not being qualified to vote in those elections ?
An alarming number of citizens are
not registered as voters. Those citizens
will not be able to vote in the August
primary unless they register before June
3rd.
If government in this country is to represent the people, then the people must
participate in elections. It is imperative
in these crucial years for you as an individual to register and to urge your
friends to register at your county clerk's
office, that yo"u may rightfully exercise

your voting privilege.
The Kentucky Association of Student
Veteran's Clubs is sponsoring a statewide campaign to urge all citizens to
register and vote this year. This organization is urging all veterans to register,
because veterans are young citizens with
a vital interest in our democracy.
But
this veterans' group is speaking to all
citizens.
You are urged to help in this campaign. Register, and remind your friends
to register.
Don't plan to register when you happen
to be at the courthouse. Go now, or plan
a definite time when you can go. Don't
forget! Don't neglect it!
(Contributed by a Veteran)

Boy Scout Organization
"Makes Men Out Of Boys"
Little did the late Lord Baden-Powell
realize what an illustrious service he was
performing for mankind when he inaugurated the Boy Scout Movement at Birkenhead, England, in 1908. The brilliant
idea had germinated from his training of
soldiers in South Africa, and his corps
of boy messengers and aides who helped
defend Mafeking in 1899 and 1900.
It was inevitable that so great a thing
should vault the Atlantic before much
time had passed. The visit to England
of publisher W . D. Boyce proved to be
the instrument which caused this to happen. When Mr. Boyce vainly sought a
London business office, a uniformed lad
came to his assistance. Exceedingly impressed at the Scout's helpful service, the
publisher returned to America with everything he could carry on the Scout idea
and proceeded to interest others in the
organization. As a result, the Boy Scouts
of America was officially incorporated in
the District of Columbia on February 8,
1910.
Rapid development came through the
efforts of men like Ernest Thompson Seton, Dan Beard and many others. In the
Fall of 1910, the National Council was
formed and President William Howard
Taft became the first Honorary President.
The following year Dr. James E. West
began a long, brilliant career as executive
secretary.

Membership in the Boy Scouts was
slightly more than 60,000 in 1911, but by
1919 it had increased more than ten times
that number as the movement spread
throughout the country. Camping out-ofdoors, cooking, swimming, life-saving,
first aid, signalling, hiking, map-making,
craftsmanship, trail building, tree-planting, nature study and scores of other
Scout activities appealed to boys and they
enthusiastically applied for membership.
Today the Scout family comprises nearly
2,000,000 boys and men, and in the past
36 years more than 12,000,000 have been
members of this truly great organization!
Scouts served their country well during
the two World Wars.
Collecting waste
paper; distributing pamphlets, posters
and leaflets; working victory gardens;
assisting in the sale of War Bonds and
numerous other invaluable services were
performed with willingness and efficiency.
Any boy can become a Scout. A t 9,
10, and 11 years, he may be a Cub; at 12,
he may join a Scout troup.
Scouting makes men out of boys . . .
makes them sturdy, able and courageous!
Yes, a Scout learns to " B e Prepared!"
(Hickman County Gazette)

An elephant can move at a speed as
high as 25 miles an hour for short distances.
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COWS
ENJOY
ELECTRIC
COOKING, TOO
U T T I N G weight on cattle is

Wood

"wet »11

Mr. W. D. Fishbaclc, Woodford County farmer and stockman, demonstrates hit automatic electric barley cooker
for Farm Service Adviter, £ . R. Murphy.
4

trouble.

Insulated, it keeps the

largely a matter of feeding them

f o o d w a r m and f r a g r a n t

enough of what they want to eat.

used.

until

Getting them fat is one thing; getting them smooth, with the finish
that puts blue ribbqjis on your

E. R. M u r p h y , Director of K .

stalls, and extra dollars in your

U.'s Farm Service Department,

pocket is something else again.

is continuously searching for information on new methods and

Barley has long been known as
the stock feed that will "finish"
prize winning cattle. Raw barley

new equipment to pass on to the
thousands of f a r m e r s in K . U . ' s
operating territory—methods and

is hard, and difficult to digest.

equipment that will help Kentucky

This a u t o m a t i c a l l y

controlled,

farmers increase production, im-

electric barley cooker prepares

prove produce, and reduce costs

plenty of palatable food with little

and labor.

Kentucky Utilities Company
d o e s n ' t believe its job is done
simply w i t h the delivery of dep e n d a b l e , l o w cost electricity.
Farm S e r v i c e A d v i s e r s , Home
Service Advisers, Industrial and |
Commercial Engineers are available at no cost to every K . U . customer, so that maximum benefit
can be obtained from K . U . service.
*
W h a t e v e r your electric problem, a phone call or a post card to
your nearest K . U . office will bring
you experienced assistance. 1
men and w o m e n put servicc
electric service.

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY
Tox-Poatiag

THE MORE Y O U USE ME THE LOWER MY HOURLY WAGE
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Veteran Urges Registration
Would you resent being told you could
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He lists fivo great d m j

divorce as follows:
1. Financial insecurity.
2. Sexual maladjustment.
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VETERANS W O R K FOR V O T E S

GARDEN

By JOHN a. O A R D N t R
Kentucky Colleoe of Agrloulturo
and Homo Sconomloe

Drive Carefully

Working The G a r d e n

DIES IN CRASH—Col. Raymond E. O'Neill, (above) and
six other Army men
were
killed near Champaign, 111.,
when an Army B-25 plane
crashed. Col. O'Neill was executive officer at Chanute
Field, Rantoul, 111., which he
had commanded as a brigadiergeneral
from 1940 to 1944.
(AP Wirephoto)
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Princeton,

The correct tilling of garden
soil continues perennially to be
a fit discussion subject for this
time of year, as so many gardenem continue to work their garden too deeply. This practice is
wasteful of labor, and may be
quite harmful to the vegetables
in that roots are disturbed and
sometimes even destroyed, from
which predicament the vegetables remove themselves with
difficulty, and only if it should
chance to rain. At best, time is
wasted while recovery is being
made, as well as a vast amount
Student Veterans Club officials confer with Fayette county
of the plants' energy, which clerks to check details of the registration process in connection
might better have been spent with a drive to get Kentucky voters to register before June 3rd.
in maturing fruit.
In the usual order are; Porter Land, Fayette County Clerk, DarSoil does need to be stirred, rell B. Hancock, University of Kentucky Veterans Club presito get rid of weeds and todent, Hoge C. Hockensmith, UK Vets vice-president and secretary
break up rain-packed crusts, but of the KASVC, and Carter Haley, deputy clerk of Fayette.
the stirring should be only shallow, however complete enough
to cover the surface wholly.
Further, the soil surface should
be left strictly level. In making
hills and ridges, soil is scraped
from over the vegetables' roots,
causing them to dive to deeper
soil where there is more moisture, but this takes time and the
plants' energy, and that of the
gardener too. Also there is this
reason against making hills and
ridges, that they present a larger evaporating area than if the
same space were left level. On
all counts, hilling and ridging
should be discontinued.

T. S. Eliot Spots
A 'Worried Generation'

An excellent tool for cultivating properly is a sharp hand
hoe, with its blade held flat with
the soil's surface and worked
with a shaving or "scalping" motion, to upset the smaller weeds
and cut off at the ground line
those that have grown larger.
Hand-hoeing is slow and tedious business; better is using a
wheelhoe or garden plow, fitted
not with the shovel plow so
many have, but with slide hoes
attached so that as the plow is
moved forward the shaving is
done at a tremendous saving of
time, reducing any soil crust to
dust, and leaving the surface
level. This equipment can pay for
itself in one season, and a gardener can ill afford not having

YOUR RITES . . .

COMPLETE INSURANCE SERVICE
111 W. Market S t
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B P S

T W O - C O A T
for Longer
FIRST....

P A I N T I N G

Profecf/on and
Apply

Beauty

a Prime Coat

of

BPS F O U N D A T I O N C O A T
S^j.
urt r ^^
'

The PERFECT RRST-COATER... It primes
and teal* the »orfoce at the tome time
with a smooth uniform finish...ond has
remarkable hiding qualities.
SECOND

. . Apply

a Flnlih Coat of

BPS H O U S E P A I N T
I If

The IDEAL FINISH COAT. . . Its high
glott finish resists all kind* of weather
condition* . . . keep* it* dean frsih
appearance many year*.
You Don't have to Paint
so often when you ute BP9

Polish Coal Output
Warsaw — UP) — Coal mine3
in Poland produced 4,650,211 tons
during the 25 working days in
April, achieving 100 percent of
the set target, the Economic
Daily reported.
Everybody reads The Leader!

Cambridge, Mass. — (fl3) —
Traditional Harvard indifference
now has changed to "tenseness
Ppland Convicts Students
and worry," says Poet T. S.'
Poznan, Poland — (JP) — The
Eliot, class of 1910.
Poznan district court sentenced
Arriving from
his English six students of the University of
home for a visit to his Alma Poznan to two to ten years imMater, Eliot described the stu- prisonment for "anti-state prodent body as a "worried genera- poganda" and the possession of
tion."
firearms."
"Nobody ever seem3 to stop
working," he said, "it certainly
Most synthetic gems contain
was not like that in my day."
gaseous bubbles.
early in April but regained a
portion of the loss by the end of
the month.
The demand for replacement
cattle was dull throughout April,
cattle market, and partly to the
due partly to the unsettled fatlateness of pastures. Receipts of
this grade of cattle were short
during most of the month, but in
spite of the limited receipts,
prices for stockers and feeders
worked slightly lower during the
past two weeks.

. . . DON'T INSIST O N

Princeton,

FRIDAY
LEWIS STONE ' SARA HADEN
LINA ROMAY • FAY HOLDEN

M-G-M Featurette—"Luckiest Guy In The World'

JORDAN'S
WILL BE C L O S E D E A C H W E D N E S D A Y

SATURDAY
MAY 31
OPEN 10 A. M

AFTERNOON

„.. k SUNSET CARSON

PtffT Slewirt • Brae* Laaflcy

DURING SUMMER M O N T H S

NO. 7 "CRIMSON GHOST"—COMIC IN COLOR

June ~ July — August
Stores close at 12 o'clock noon each Wednesday during the Hot
Summer months for the purpose of giving our employees a much

ities

deserved Holiday and rest so to better serve the buying public
MHHRn^
the remainder of the week.
i

u>mr

t s j o b is

do

SUNDAY
— and

—

MONDAY
JUNE 1 - 2

Jordan's Always Co-operates With
The Majority.

d e l i v e r y of <
)St

electro
dvisers, H<*
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Based on Novel, "The Black Patch of Fear"

MICHELE M O R G A N — PETER LORRE
TRAVEL IN COLOR — WORLD NEWS

we cooperate.

TUESDAY
— and

WITH 48 OTHER LEADING BUSINESS A N D PROFESSIONAL FIRMS
W H O A L S O WILL C L O S E E A C H W E D N E S D A Y P.M.

. electric

—

WEDNESDAY
JUNE 3 - 4

>r a post '

sen

THE CHASE

fellow merchants and professional people in our fine city, so again

Lxirnum

, put

ROBERT CUMMINGS

It has always been the policy of this store to cooperate with our

very ^

office wii
ssistance.

Gripping . . . Exciting Melodrama W i t h A n
Unusual Ending That Will Leave Y o u Breathless!

LIFE says—"The most quoted man in the nation1

IT'S A J O K E SON
PARAMOUNT FEATURETTE — SPORTS REVIEW

A TREASURE CHEST..

A NEW poutie

P i i n t

Bright, swashbuckling . . a real pirate print in
one of the jauntiest playtime *et* everl It's
young and casual.. wear the shirt out, stick
your hands in the deep slash pocket*, love
the smart cuffed pedal pusher*. Added
attraction*.. "piece* of eight" button* (*hown
in *mall sketch) and Pacific'* washable Sanforized cotton twill. Tan-with-brown-andgreen print, red-and-block or wine-and-royal.
Sizes 9 to 15.

SENATOR CLAGHORN

KENNY DELMAR as "SENATOR CLAGHORN"

W e urge our customers and friends to cooperate with us and these
other 48 merchants.
A GAUION..

The funniest man in the world in the
happiest hit in y e a r s !

D O YOUR S H O P P I N G BEFORE N O O N O N W E D N E S D A Y
Help make this Holiday for the employees possible

THURSDAY
— and —

READY T O SERVE Y O U A G A I N THURSDAY M O R N I N G

FRIDAY

Jordan Furniture Co

JUNE 5 - 6

AN UNFORGETTABLE

LOVE

QAWfOfeD • GAMIEID
OSCAR HVAWT" i. rkRROl NAHM
MOOT KNUDSIN • MUl CAVANAOM

INCORPORATED
COLOR COMIC — WORLD NEWS
Hopkinsville's Leading Home

Furnishers

TEAM I

mmmmmmmmi

ir

Thurtdoy, May 29. i
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Australia Makes Bid
For Karakul Trade

At Monday night's
Council
meeting Mrs. Vera G. Banister
was named to compute 1047 tax
accounts. The board of supervisors will complete its duties this
week, and the books ready for
computation of individual tax
amounts in preparation for collection of taxes starting July 1.
It was voted to retire two
funding bonds of $1,000 each and
to pay semi-annual funding bond
interest, due June 1. Retirement
of the bonds
will reduce the
funding indebtedness to $14,000,
which,
plus waterworks bond
indebtedness of
$59,000, will
make the City's total bonded indebtedness $73,000, an official
said.
Alvin Tyrie presented a proposal, relative to Maple avenue,
and Albert Cartwright presented
a proposal,
relative to sewer
facilities to his greenhouse and
residence on Young street. Both
proposals were referred to committees for action.
Councilmen D e n h a m ,
Joe
Jones, Gus Jones, Stone, Wadlington and Mayor W. L. Cash
attended the meeting.

92,215 Vets Get G.I.
Loafls In Three States
World War II veterans in Kentucky have
negotiated
9,319
home, farm and business loans
totalling $4,8427,029 under the
loan guaranty provisions of the
G. I. Bill, according to the Veterans Administration Branch Office in Columbus (O).
Under terms of the G. I. Bill,
VA is authorized to guarantee 50
percent of a loan up to $2,000
on a non-real estate loan and up
to $4,000 on a real estate loan.
Actual loans are made by lending institutions and not by VA.

Veteran Enrollment
Hits All-Time High
The number of World War II
veterans taking educational and
job-training courses in Ohio,
Michigan and Kentucky reached
an all-time high of 311,912 on
May 1, officials at the Veterans
Administration tri-state Branch
Office in Columbus (O) reported today.
The total includes veterans enrolled under provisions of the
G. I. Bill and also disabled veterans under terms of Public Law
16
(Vocational
Rehabilitation
Act). The total was more than
three and .one-half times greater
than the figure a year ago, when
84,273 veterans were participating in educational and job-training programs in the three states.
A total of 42,586 veterans was
enrolled in Kentucky, 30,966 in
schools and 11,629 in job-training. The total enrollment a year
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See our large stock ot
Markers before you buy.

Fine M o n u m e n t s and
\

W e are in accord with President T r u m a n »nd
effective today, prices on A l l M o n u m e n t s a n d Markers are reduced 10 percent.
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of bleeeed relief after using it. KLORONOL
costs 93.00, but considering reeults, this is
not expenelve, amounts to only pennies per

dose.

KLORONOL

(caution, use only as

ii ciean neon

directed) aold with money-back guarantee by
Corner Drug Store • Mail Orders

Filled

NEW WALLPAPERS

The Fairbanks-Morse

Bin Feed Stokers take the clean, dust-treated stoker coal

'

r i g h t from t h * sealed fuel compartment t o y o u r f u r n a c e
o r boiler. N o coal d u s t , n o oil film or greasy residues!

• WASHABLE..
Y O U *

•

LIBERAL
TRADE-IN
ALLOWANCE

H

PATTERNS

• WIDE

PRICE

Tel. 25 .
RANGE

is more comfortable!

For
Dependable

SELECTION

• COMPLETE.

Insurance Agency

.FADEPROOF

STYLE-TESTED

Insurance

temperature drops, y o u r heating s y s t e m is ready to
give the needed heat. N o " c h i l l y in-betweens," no

Princeton, Ky.

need to constantly change thermostat settings to be comfortsbk

Old Spice Toiletries

...is economical!
H e a t f o r less w i t h t h e Fairbanks-Morse Stoker.
Savings are o f t e n as high as 35%.

difference.

Phone 762

J L'

A r r a n g e for installation

J e ^ J k V

Blackburn's Garage
Washington St.

Rowland Motor Co.
So. Jefferson

Riley's D-X Station
West Main

Talley Baker's D-X Station
Fredonia, Ky.

Byron Williams Texaco
Plum

St

Monarch Station, Cadiz St.
Kilgore

W . L. Mays, Cadiz St
Tractor & Implement Tires

when costs are lower t h a n

t h e fall b u s y season. E A S Y

past due, the records must be cleared for
1947 taxes which become due July 1, 1947.
Save additional costs by paying now.

"Hopklnavtlle'a

Drug
64

Most

A

of
^'deg

PAYMBNTt

under our budget

Completa

vlan.

Store"
Cor. 8 th A

/

y o u r Fairbanks-Morse S t o k e r

now

w

All taxes on the City's tax books are

to

y o u r savings a c c o u n t with the

The O n l y Tires M a d e that
A r e S a f e t y - P r o v e d on t h a
S p e e d w a y for Y o u r Protection on the H i g h w a y l

New in design! New in materials I New in performance! Up to 5 5 % stronger! Up to 6 0 % more
non-skid angles! Up to 3 2 % longer mileage! Buy
the best — buy Firestone D® Luxe Champions I

B u y an

extra insurance p o l i c y o r a d d

"The Complete Paint Store"
W. Court Sq.

T h e Fairbanks - Mors* Stoke

never leaves y o u r f u r n a c e or boiler w i t h o u t a fire. When roosi

McGOUGH PAINT
& WALLPAPER STORE
Princeton

Virginia

Foirbonk«-Mort« IMj*
Chicago (S), Illinois

Please send us your new illustrated est.
slog describing in detail your ne» P w *
w * Stoker.

I am interested In
•
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Water bills become due the first of each

A n a m * worth
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month and if not. paid by the 18th of the
month, a penalty is added.
Pay all taxes and other accounts at the
City Hall.
GARLAND QUISENBERjlY,
Collector.
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catarrh, and hay f e v e r due t o nasal c o n g e s tion is seen today in reports of success w i t h
a formula which has the p o w e r to reduoa
naaal congestion.
Men and women w i t h
agonising sinus headachee. clogged nostrils,
earache, hawking and sneezing misery tell
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MARBLE AND GRANITE WORKS

CT1UTICCATARRH

Princeton, K y .
Route 1, Phone
Farmersville 2821

DOANS PILLS

Gayle

lority group

Gdansk (formerly Danzig) is
slated to become the chief coal
shipping port. It is to have a
The United States rubber innew coal basin capable of handl- dustry has almost doubled in
ing 10,000 tons daily.'
size during the past five years
and has converted largely to the
A piece of white paper reflects production of synthetic rubber.
almost as much light as a mirror.
Paper doesn't show reflection
because it is not as smooth as d i l l
I I 9 SUFFERERS
FIND c u m FOR MISERY DUE TO NA5AL
glass and contains many irreguCONGESTION. SUPPLY RUSHED H U H
larities which diffuse the light.
Belief at last f r o m torture o f sinus,

Graduate
Auctioneer

week, never stopping, the kldneye filter
waste matter from the blood.
If more people were aware of how the
kldneya must constantly remove surplus fluid, excasa aelda and other waste
matter that cannot stay In the blood
without Injury to health, there would
be better ondaretanding of wfcy tha
whole system Is upaat when kldneya fail
to function properly.
Burning, scanty or too frequent urination aometlmee warns that something
la wrong. You may auffer nagging backache, headachea, diamines*, rheumatic
pains, getting up at nights, swelling.
Why not try Doan't Pt'UsT You wiU
be using a medicine recommended the
country over. Doan't stimulate the function of the kidneys and help them to
flush out poisonous waste from tha
blood. They contain nothing harmful.
Get DOOM'S today. Dae with confidence.
At ail drug stores.

let commit!

in s u r r o u n d i n g s o f peace and beautii.

Warsaw — ( f t — The Economic Daily says Poland's Baltic
ports expect to ship 11,000,000
tons of goods this year. That includes 8,000,000 tons of coal, 1,500,000 of cement, 2,500,000 of ore
and substantial quantities of cotton goods.

TERMINIX

1 be reserve

design and r c U m n t in purpose, resting

Poland Plans
Biggzer Exports

/n'Tka Potf

The automobile industry
the United States used 68 &
cent of the nation's pre..
consumption of upholstery i,
ther, more than 27 million sou
feet.

fflopumtnt built o f enduring

Canberra — ( f t — An Australian naval vessel likely will
accompany the polar exploration
ship, Wyatt Earp, on the Australian expedition to the Antarctic next summer. Government
sources indicated that the establishment o f meteorological
stations would be one of the
main purposes of the expedition.
The expedition is to be led by
Group Captain Stuart Campbell,
in charge of flying operations of
the British-Australian-New Zealand Antarctic Expedition under
Sir Douglas Mawson in 19291931. Capt. Campbell, 43, has had
wide engineering experience.

Author!ted Representative of
Ohio Vellcv TcrminU Corp.

W O * t

Imports of natural rubber to
the United States dropped from
more than one million long tons
in 1941 to about 60,000 in 1943.
It is expected to climb to about
400,000 in 1947.

Australian Navy May
Be In On Polar Trip

Don't wait until you see flying
ants (winged termites). TERMINIX, the world's largest in
termite control established in
192}, will inspect your property without cost or obligation.
Call today for this free inspection service.
PRINCETON LUMBER CO.
Phone 260

W

Canberra ~ { f t _
^
tralian Gevernment htm
a lease of 394 squats milT
land near Alice Springy c«nt
Australia, to a syndicate for
velopment of the Karakul ,
Persian lamb wool industry
The syndicate la negotiating
Persia and South Africa,
the purchase of flocks fr
Persia and South Africa ,
en expert on t h e b r e t f i J
Persian Iambs, Dr. P. h j,
er, is coming from London
assist In establishing the ind
try.
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EPufsFootball
jkets On Sale

Vacation In Kentucky State Parks

Ipects Stadium To Be
l|d Out Early For

E ^tet1!
r ,

May 29, 1947
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1947 University of Kenfootball tickets will start
L
i, information folders
E-a today from the Univer^ K t h l e t i c offices revealed,
^ • d e r a policy drafted by th?
Athletic Association, vir^
,11 < .its to be offered
ms , other than students, will
old as season tickets, each
let containing one ducat for
of the Wildcats' five home
^ H t h e demand to see Paul
Int's second Wildcat eleven
Cim is as strong as antlcl|i Ticket Manager Coleman
C said relatively few seats
|be left for individual games.
Intuckv's formidable
home
lule follows: Sept. 27 (night)
nnati; Oct. 1 1 (night) Geor| Nov. 1 Alabama; Nov. 15
isville College, and Nov. 22
Jessee.
K e entire concrete stands on
l o r t h side of Stoll Field, enJ d to seat 25,000, and two
ions of moveable bleachers
he reserved for students. The
It committee has set up two
groups consisting main• faculty members and other
|lar patrons of Wildcat ath5. Fans qualifying in these
rories will be able to obtain
before the general sale

enduring
Embolic in
rtBtiiij
Bndbrautg,
fnor to the
(inspiration

[formation folders detailing
Jplan for distributing tickets
• B O W being mailed to persons
Tin the past have been reguIfootball ticket buyers.

1
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ments and Mark-fl
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What m a k e s schoolteachers
teachT
Two things: love of the work
and need of money.
And the schools of Kentucky
canot survive without both.
Pay has been hiked considerably In the last year but probably not enough to regain what
has been lost through low pay
in the last eight or ten years.
What I am driving at is that
if we are to get the good teachers our schools need we must
make the profession attractive
here as in other states.
The alarming drift away from
the profession must not only be
checked. It must be made to do
a Phil Sheridan. A retreat must
be turned into an offensive—a
forward march.
You may be interested in paragraphs quoted from a recent
article in the Courier-Journal by
its editor, Lourena Eaton: •
"The normal turnover of teachers In the state is 1,400, and during the five . years before the
war, 1,000 beginning teachers
were hired every year. This normal quota has not been filled for
the last seven yfears.
"It doesn't seem likely to happen; but let's say, for the sake
of argument, that 500 beginning
teachers will be qualified in Kentucky this year. That leaves the
state 500 6hort of its minimum
requirements for this year alone.
And it means that at least 500
will be added to the shortage of
teachers which has been growing for seven years.
"As a result of this growing
deficiency, Kentucky already has
5,229 emergency teachers. That
means that the 6tate has 5,229
persons teaching school who
aren't qualified to be regular
teachers."
The situation calls for the best
brains and well directed energy
in every organization, every
agency, state and local, interested in lifting elementary education up to a standard we will
not have to apologize for.' It will
take all this to win back the
school room personnel we have
lost and are still losing.

Games

feological Student
Jlecting Dirt
licago — (JP) — Capsules of
Tfrom all parts of the world
[being collected by Malcolm
npson, senior student at the
lormick Theological seminary
| He's going to put them in a
ar of peace and friendship"
Is planning to build,
^nong the specimens already
and are tubes of earth from
mines in Africa and Sara^ from around the leaning
nids of Egypt, the Acropo( f Athens, the Alamo of Texequator near Quito, Ecu, the Antarctic, Mount Verand the ancient city of Car-

t

ENDS REGIME — Quigg Newton, Jr.,
35-year-old lawyer
and navy veteran, sent to the
Denver, Colo., mayor's chair
succeeding Ben F. Stapleton,
the city's chief executive for
20 years. The political novice
soundly defeated Stapleton and
three others. (AP Wirephoto)

Toiloring Tricks
Are Money Savers
When 19 homemakers in Jefferson county enrolled last fall
in a special course in the tailoring of wool suite and coats, they
not only saved themselves a total
of almost $1,000, but they helped others to beat the high cost
of clothing.

Caldwell

County:

Tuesday, June 3 , 1 9 4 7
is the last day to register

I

*7a

PcuUixufLoie

I n

t h e

P l i m o / n f ,

Election to be held Saturday, Aug. 2, 1947.

PeMo+vi
S-Motm Stota |
When roo«

WUo- Should

Re^Utei:

Persons who have become 2 1 years of age.
Persons who have moved out of the precinct in which they may

readf to

be registered.

w e s M , " no

Persons who have moved f r o m another State and have been a

b e coaifortiMk]

.

•• r t

resident of the State 12 months and Caldwell County 6 months.
Persons who have moved f r o m another County and have been
a resident of Caldwell County 6 months.

*

W o m e n who are now registered under their maiden name and
have changed their name by marriage.

All voters are especially urged to check their registration with the
County Clerk before June 3rd., as the registration books were
purged in August 1946. Please check with the County Clerk in
order to ascertain if you are legally registered in the Precinct in
which you N O W reside.

l % >
County Court Clerk.
S7JAf|

I. C. Ranks First
In Safety Test

Chicago — (JP) — Six Claas
1 railroads which had a 1946 employe causalty rate only onethird as high as the average
were named group winners In
the railroad employes' national
safety contest of the National
Safety Council.

Given by Miss Dorothy Threlkeld, expert in clothing construction at the UK College of Agriculture and Home Economics, the
intensive four-day school covered
such tailoring tricks as shrinkage of wool materials, the making of well-fitting shoulder pads,
how to make a tailoring cushion
for use in pressing out sleeve
fulness, corret fitting of wool
garments, sewing in slide fasteners, making two-piece buttonholes, sewing in linings, and
pressirig to avoid shiny seams.
in addition to their own costumes made at the school, the
homemakers made 60 other garments, then helped 62 of their
friends and neighbors, who in
turn made 65 coats and suits.
Eleven pieces were made from
used garments, such as men's
suits and coats. The list of comOle Roemer, in Paris in 1675,
pleted garments included children's coats and mother and first deduced that light travels
at a definite speed by observing
daughter companion costumes.
the eclipses of the planet JupEverybody Reads The Leader! iter.
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By RUSSELL DYCHE, Director Kentucky State Parks
Now that the Kentucky Derby Is run and Dogwood Winter Is be-i
hind us and Mountain Laurel and Rhododendron are in the offing, Ken-;
Kentucklans are turning an eye to their highways and thinking of vaca^
their Stato l'arl
arkajtion time. Thousands of thsm are depending
.
_ upon
.
• os
for vacation opportunities; and Una of thousands, yea, hundred*
thousands, will examine the recreational value of them. Though mmch
remains to be dons to prepare our parks for their fullest servics to thaj
public, progress is being made and they are In better pqsltion to care
for their guests than ever before.
1
i
Lodges, Inns and vacation cabins In Kentucky State Parks have
facilities for full week vacations for more than five thousand persona
during the three Summer months alone; and group camps and tant and
trailer camping grdunds offer opportunity to thousands more. Vacation cabins, fully equipped, will be found In Audubon State Park neas;
Henderson, Butler State Park near Carroll ton, Levi Jackson State
Park near London, and Pennyrile State Park near Dawson Springs;
while Kentucky Ridge Recreation Area, adjoining Pine Mountain State
Park near PineviUe, operated by the Division of Forestry, offers an
additional ten housekeeping cabins. In' Natursl Bridge State Park In
the scenic Red River Valley is the popular Hemlock Lodge, while Cumberland Falls has its duPont Lodge, Moonbow Inn and 25 cabins. Cumberland Falls has the highest rating of any State Park in entire Region
One of the National Park Service, opnjprising several states.
8ome of our State Parks without vacation facilities have high
.visitor ratings: My Old Kentucky Home at Bardstown, Old Fort Harrod at Harrodsburg, Jefferson Davis Monument at F>lrvlew, Carter
Caves, newest of them all, near Olive Hill, and Blue5 Licks between
Paris and Maysvllle. And there are Columbus-Belmont at Columbus,
Dawson Springs, Kentucky Lake—now being developed; Lincoln Homestead near Springfield, and Dr. Thomas Walker near Barbourville.
Four-color folders Illustrating and describing all Kentucky Stat*
Parks may be had at any of the parks or by writing the Division of
Parks, Frankfort. Separate folders also are available for several.
Use Kentucky State Parks—they are yours!

W a y D o w n Yonder
By Adelaide Kerr
Newafaatura

Writer)

Dr. Barbara McClintock has
won a lot of honors just working in the cornfield.
Look for her any day and you
are likely to find her there, her
slender little figure clad in 6lacks
and white shirt, - her close-cropped hair ruffling in the breeze,
her brown eyes intent behind
her shining glasses. Watching
her pass swiftly down the rows,
you might think she was following the usual paths of corn cultivation.
But she won't be. Dr McClintock does not fallow beaten
paths. She blazes new trails.
Using that system in scientific
research, she uncovered new vital knowledge on the breeding
and hybridization of corn which
is credited with having contributed to fundamental knowledge
of heredity and evolution, and
which won for Dr. McClintock
recently the $2,500 Achievement
Award of the American Association of University Women.
When Dr. McClintock first began her research as a graduate
student at Cornell University
years ago, scientists were having
difficulty cross breeding corn
with precision. Dr. McClintock's
research showed the way to
breeding with greater intelligence
and certainty for color, starch
content and other characteristics.
Using her system of research,
corn breeders were then able
to breed more intelligently and
certainly for higher yields, better quality, disease resistance
and freedom from lodging (blowing down).
To understand what a hard job
Dr. McClintock did, you will
have to understand a little bit
about the corn cell. Floating in
its tiny nucleus are long chainlike chromosomes, too small to
be visible except under a powerful mcroscope. Sometimes these
chromosomes stretch out like
a string of beads; at other
times they coil like a spring.
The chromosomes carry submicroscopic particles called genes
—extremely important because
they are the main factors responsible for the likenesses and
differences between parents and
offspring.
The genes are too email to be
seen even by the most powerful

Everybody Reads The Leader!

Today at the Department of
Genetics of the Carnegie Institute at Cold Spring Harbor, Long
Island, she is engaged in new
research which aims at still more
exact breeding.
She hates to talk about herself,
but she will express herself
quickly
on
another
subject.
"There is a future in science
for women who will work," she
says. "And I should like to see
more women in it."
A railroad journey from New
York to Jacksonville, Fla., required 27% hours in 1900 but
only 19% hours in 1944.
Close to 50,000 U. S. schools,
serving from 7 to 8 million
children will participate in the
National School Lunch Program
this year.

You Cannot Vote Unless
Properly Registered! !

Wm. M. YOUNG
Allis-Chalmers
Dealer
Fredonia,

Ky.

Oscar Wilty, of Trimble county, has Installed automatic drinking cups In his dairy barn for
his herd of 21 Guernseys. Ho anticipates that the increased pro*
duct ion Will more than pay for
the cost, he told Farm Agent J.
G. Dye and, in addition, they
will be labor saving.
Brazil is the second
producer of cocoa.

C. A. Woodall
Insurance Agency
Established
1907

i

" N o t For A Day, But
For All T i m e . "

"I miss you so! You always looked so nice

We Stay and Pay

in those sports clothes you bought from
HOWERTON'S."

Srnih dMowjEitm'n

you are bringing security home.

- •..

BOTTUD UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY SY

HOPKINSVILLE COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY

I Want To Buy

Used Cars & Trucks
For Parts

WRECKED OR SALVAGE

Scrap Iron 50c a hundred
Delivered at my place.

•

R

A

D

I

When You Want to

B

U

O

in
HOPKINSVILLE
shop

Y

Or when you need

R EP A I R S

wicorso

fy

Princeton Lumber Cc.
Phone 260

Princeton, Ky.

S. Seminary St.

n

for

Women's Wear

Call or see
inceton,

We have New & Used and rebuilt parts for Cars & Trucks, also
Used truck & car tires & wheels and reconditioned radiators for
sale.

.

" N o t More, But Better Merchandise"
t

exclusively yours
(Incorporated)

largest

J

ance from this Agency,

microscope. However,
at the
time Dr. McClintock began her
research about 20 years ago,
science had learned by experimentation that the genes are always In the same arrangement
on the chromosomes and that
every gene has a certain job; but
it did not know where the genes
were located on the chromosomes and this naturally hampered exactitude in breeding.
What Dr. McClintock did was to
find out the location ot certain
genes which affect kernel color
and starch content and, by
working with them, to control
more accurately the Inheritance
of these qualities. After she succeeded corn breeders were able
to apply the new methods in ef:
forts to improve varieties of
corn more rapidly. The knowledge she uncovered is vitally
useful in breeding other plants
and animals.

Installs Drinking Cups

The average employe casualty
rate for Class 1 roads was 10.7
employes killed or Injured for
each million man-hours worked,
45 percent lower than the 19.36
rate in 1927. However, the average rate for the six group
winners was only 3.32.
The Illinois Central placed
first for roads whose employes
worked 50,000,000 or more man
hours. The employe, casulty rate
was 2.18 compared with the average of 9.65 for all roads in
this group.
The Atlanta zone had the best
employe safety record among
pullman company o p e r a t i n g
zones. St. Louis was the winner among the company's shop

"When you buy insur-

In The Cornfield
(AP

units.
Among the switching and terminal
railroads,
Alton
and
Southern was winner 'of the
group whose employes worked
more thun 4,500,000 man-hours.
Birmingham Southern Railroad
Company had the best record
among roads whose employes
worked, less than that amount
in 1946.

We do motor reboring for sleeves or new pistons, grind brakedrums, reface and reseat valves, grind crankshafts; also do electric and acetylene welding.

P'Pool Auto Parts
HOPKINSVILLE ROAD

PRINCETON, KY.

i
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Farmer's Share Of
Food Dollar Is
Not Very Large

- ; .v

Major R. C. Gales Is
Serving In Japan
Major Richard C. Gales, Rochester, N. Y., and Princeton, is
serving with the famed First
Cavalry Division, which is on occupation duty in the Japanese
capital. Before coming to the
First Cavalry Division, he served
with the Second Armored Division, in 1941, and later with the
Eighth Armored Division, and
participated in the Burma, Central Burma, Chinese offensive
and the Chinese defensive campaigns. His wife and little daughter left last week to make their
home with Major Gales, in
Japan.

Bat**

»*>

»

POT GARDEN—Truck farming takes on a new wrinkle in Frankfurt, Germany where an elderly
woman plants vegetables in cans and barrels amid the rubble of the war torn city. Site of her
"farm" is that of her former home, blasted out of existence during the war. (AP Wirephoto)
To Teach At Annapolis
Lieut. Commander A. P. Cook,
Jr., Mrs. Cook and their two
children, Charlotte and Elizabeth are visiting his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. A. P. Cook, here. Mr.
and Mrs. Hardy Housman, Mayfield, were also their guests Sunday. The younger Cooks plan to
make their home in Annapolis,
Md., where he will be an instructor in the
U. S. Naval
Academy.

yourself

against delays and
unnecessary aggravation. Bring your
car,

us

thorough

for

a

check-up

and service job before

leaving

Walter Hugh Tosh, son of the
late Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Tosh,
died at his home in Nashville,
Tenn., May 21, of a cerebral
hemorrhage.
Funeral services w«re conducted by the Rev. H. G. M. Hatler
at Norman Cemetery, Caldwell
county, May 23, at 2 o'clock.
Born in Caldwell County January 22, 1884, Mr. Tosh married
Maggie Rose Sheridan, also of
this county, in 1910. For the last
8 years he lived in Nashville,
where he was employed by the
Mays Hosiery Mills.

Survivors are his widow and
two children, Jam« Howard
Tosh and Mrs. Anna Louise Little, and four grandchildren, all
of Nashville; brothers, Sammy,
Cal and Allie Tosh, Kentucky;
sisters, Mrs. Vina Beavers, of Detroit, Mich., Mrs. Nellie Sheridan, Princeton, and Mrs. Sue
Edney, Nashville.
Honorary payybearers were
R. S. Sneed, Willie Norman, Gus
Jones, Lawrence Henry, David
Merrick and Hugh Tosh; active
pallbearers, Denice Tosh, Kenneth Sheridan, Frank Edney,
Eura Vinson, Tom Brown and
Roy Ward.
Flower girls were Dorothy
Henry, Sue Edney, Sylvia Ruth

on

your vacation.

Guess9 Service Station

Wo rid Honors American
Heroes Friday, May 30

By Alexander George
(AP Newsfeaturei)
Washington — America's soldier dead overseas are being
honored this Memorial Day at
services in military cemeteries
in nearly every part of the
world.
By next Memorial Day bodies
of thousands of World War II
service men which now lie in
foreign soil will be resting in
their hom&£fnd. Steel caskets, in
which the remains of soldiers,
sailors, Marines and C o a s t
Guardsmen will
be brought
home, are arriving in Europe.
The law requires bodies to be
returned if next of kin desire.
The first ships bringing back
bodies of the war dead are expected to reach this country in
October. The plan is to return
first of the remains of those who
now rest in about 16 cemeteries
in Europe, Africa and the Hawaiian islands.
These include the Henri Chapelle cemetery, Belgium; U. S.
military cemeteries, St Laurent,
France;
Cambridge, England;
Nettuno, Italy; and Gela, Sicily;
European cemetery, Casablanca,
French Morocco; the American
cemeteries at Gafsa, Tunisia, and
Tunis.
Also these cemeteries in Hawaii; Schofield Barracks, Moka:
pu, Nuuanu and Halawa on Oahu
island; Homelani on Hilo; Makaweli on Kauai; and Makawao,
on Maui island.
Congress authorized the return, at government expense, of
the bodies of women as well as
men in the armed forces and of
civilians attached to the armed
forces.
The Quartermaster Corps, in

charge of the return, recently
had received 8,800 replies to
20,000 letters of inquiry sent to
families. Some 77 percent wanted their war dead returned. And
63 percent of those desiring their
return said they wished them to
be buried in private cemeteries
at home.
_
Meanwhile, all of this
try's 209 military cejneteri
abroad have beeri.beautifie<J '
shrtibr and flowess, the bui
of fences and the erection of
markers. In row upon row,
white crosses and stars of David
rise from the greenward. On
every grave, this Memorial Day,
there will be at least an American flag.
The work of identifying the
dead will go on for some time.
Of some 328,000 who lost their
lives abroad in World War II,
the bodies of 269,000 are buried
in known locations. About 250,000 of these have been identified.
An additional 17,126 bodies are
known to be recoverable. Others
have been buried at sea or are
among the missing.
An Unknown Service Man —
soldier, sailor, Marine or Coast
Guardsman tteWorld War II —
will eventualflf be laid to rest
beside the Unknown Soldier of
World War I in Arlington National cemetery.
Sgt. Bert Lieber To Aid
Legion Event At Marion
S-Sgt. Bert E. Lieber, local recruiting officer will act as master of ceremonies at a street
dance Thursday night in Marion,
sponsored by the American Legion and the Army Recruiting
Service, it was announced this
week.

REVIVAL
N O W IN

Says Farm Funds Cut
Would Blast G.O.P
Washington, (AP)
Aiken
(R-Vt.) asserUd"
week that the 32 perc™,'
in Agriculture Department ,,
voted by the House Ap pr 2
tions committee would "bU,
Republican party off the
If finally passed by ( w l ,
Aiken, who often vote,
ter to the majority of hii
colleagues, told a report
thinks there is "political
mite" in efforts to cut
program expenditures.
Vinson, Doris Harper,
Vinson and Dorothy J71
U|"
Stall ins.

Quality Furniture
We're ready and willing to do oar part in reducing prices to levels where you can
buy with confidence. If you've waited for GOOD furniture to be lower in price,
don't wait any longer, as in some cases, these prices are less than replacement
costs. Just a few items are featured here . . . there are many more. Each one
represents V A L U E , aud a big saving on furniture that is in keeping with our
quality standards.

The PERFECT
Living Room
•

G o o d Design

•

G o o d Workmanship

•

Colorful

Fabrics that
give long wear.

Nine Kentucky Girl
Scouts Going Abroad

•

Protect

Walter H. Tosh

The Veterans Administration
announced Thursday that reinstatements of G. I. insurance in
Kentucky have passed the $50,000,000 mark since opening of
an insurance information program February 3. Of 175,000
State veterans
whose policies
had lapsed, more than 7,000 have
reinstated,
Harry W. Fafmer, regional
manager, said the program, if
suocessful, will have an important bearing on the financial security of every community in
the State, as well as provide protection for veterans' families.
Veterans' organizations, commercial
insurance companies,
chambers of commerce, press and
radio Were among groups to
whom Mr. Farmer expressed appreciation for valuable assistance
with the program.
Under an easy reinstatement
offer, open until August 1, 1947,
veterans may apply for reinstatement of G. I. term insurance
by paying two monthly premiums and signing a statement
that health is as good as when
the policy lapsed. There is no
increase over the premium paid
while the veteran was in service.
Six different type policies are
available to veterans who wish
to convert to permanent- plans
of insurance. Total disability insurance is available for a small
extra premium.
Complete G. I. insurance information is available at all VA
offices.

Who gets the greater share of
the consumer's dollar on food
items? is the subject of an editorial in the June issue of the
Kentucky Farm Bureau News by
Joe Betts, Louisville, editor.
The article includes a table
Comparing prices paid in groceries for certain food items to
what the farmer received fot
those items, on an average. For
example, in groceries a loaf of
bread is 16 cents, the farmer was
paid three cents for the grain in
It; a quart of milk costs 17 cents,
the farmer got 10; the consumer
paid 60 cents a dozen for eggs,
the farmer got 35; a No. 2 can
of beans "cost 16 cents, the farmer got four; a bushel of potatoes
sells for $2.30, the farmer received $1.45; No. 2% can of
tomatoes costs 29 cents, but only
five cents went to the farmer;
No. 2% can of peaches and pears
sell for 40 cents each, the farmer
got fivey cents each; No. 2 can
of sour cherries costs 45 cents,
the farmer got 18.
Betts observed that prices had
risen sharply during the last
few years, but declared farmers
didn't get all of it or 'Wen a
good part". He pointed out that
farmers, too, had the cost of
labor, supplies and taxes to bear.
He recognized the cry being
raised by some organized groups
for "a plentiful supply of cheap
food and fiber", then said, "greater efficiency and economy must
come in somewhere."

Deaths-Funerals

Vets Reinstating
Their Insurance

—

Thursday, AAoy29,

KENTUCKY

Judged most representative of
America, a group of nine Kentucky Girl Scouts has been selected to attend an International
Folk Song and Folk. Dance Festival at Central Hall, Westminister, England, July 13 to 18, It
is announced by Girl Scout officials.
The nine Kentucky girls, who
will represent the United States
at the festival, also will visit
camps of the Girl Guides of
Great Britain ih England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland during a month abroad.

will

What should you look for in upholstered furniture.
All these things a r e exemplified in this good looking group, and the inner workmanship is w h a t makes it
so comfortable, so that it will give you years and years of COMFORT.

Brown Furniture Store
AND

Funeral Directors
AMBULANCE SERVICE
Phone 6 6 6 or 4 5 7

Princeton, Ky.

AnMXMMWUUf,!
Complete New.

Dry Cleaning Service
Managed by Highly Trained Technical Cleaning
Experts with 20 Years Experience
MR. & MRS. J. H. BARER
»

Phone 9 0 0 — F o r Prompt
pick up & delivery service
*»

We alio, invite you ta oliU ui jjVi
«

Prompt Drive-in Service

AT

Our aim is to furnish the finest in dry cleaning and

Princeton

laundry service. May we have the pleasure

Pastor: Rev. Wm. E. Cunningham
Evangelist: Barney Satterfield

Princeton Shoe Co.
•nttUad toj
her**-

Also, All-Day Service and Basket Dinner June 8

Everyone Cordially Invited.

of serving you?

WAMORCHAM
Your New Laundry and Dry Cleaners
Madisonville Street
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middle.
J,. sit on the guardian log at
its side
|nd remember the dreams and
the leaves you launched
Is a child on this small adventurous tide.
—Frances Frost

traditional all-white and wore a
corsage of
white carnations.
Miss Virginia Stevens was the
only attendant.
The couple will make their
home in Cerulean, where the
bridegroom is employed at Cerulean Stone Company.

Auxiliary

Picnic

The Ladies' Auxiliary of Central Presbyterian Church enjoyed
a special picnic lupch at their
closing meeting of the current
season. Mesdames L. C. Lisman,
K. P. Hobgood, J. Frank Morgan and H. T. Carter prepared
the lunch.
The ladies' work for the day
was quilting
and a business
meeting and devotional service
were presided over by Mrs. L.
C. Lisman. The devotions were
conducted by Mrs. David W.
Schulherr. *
Seventeen members of the
auxUiary attended the meeting.

Mrs. Smith Hostess
The marriage of Miss Mary To Baptist Group

Rowland - C o o n e y

lU;,e Rowland, daughter of Mr.
The Lottie Moon Circle of the
fnd Mrs. W. F. Rowland, Cadiz
fcreet, and Mr. Earl Thomas First Baptist Church met at the
Jooney, son of Mr. and Mrs. home of Mrs. Cecil Smith, S.
Keorge Cooney, Evansville, took Seminary street, Tuesday night,
> Mnr 8 at Eastside Trinity Max '13, with 14 .members and
thurch, with the Rev. Luttrell two visitors present.
The devotional, from Acts, was
ifficiating, using the double ring
feremoay. Attendants were Mr. given by Mrs. William Larkins.
nd Mrs. Robert Buss, of Evans- Mrs. Frank Wilson had charge
§ille.
of the program, assisted by Mrs.
The bride wore a gray suit Robert Nash, Mrs. Robert Jacob,
Jrith black accessories, and her Mrs. Hugh Skees and Miss Mellorsage was of orchids. Mrs. Buss ville Young.
(pore aqua blue with black acPresent were Mesdames Wilsories, and her corsage was liam Larkins, Gordon Glenn,
(f red rosebuds.
Willard Moore, Hugh Skees,
Mrs. Cooney, after graduating Mina Tom Ryan, W. E. Willis,
Jrom Butler High School, has Robert Jacob, Frank Wilson,
en employed in Evansville the Claude Koltinsky, Alvin Lisanby,
Bast 6 years.
Robert Nash, Cecil Smith; Misses
Mr. Cooney served several Mary Wilson Baker and Melvilears in the Army, with a rank le Young. Visitors were Mrs.
Bf second lieutenant.
H. G. M. Hatler and Mrs. R. G.
The couple left immediately McClelland.
lor a tour of the Northern States
The hostess, assisted by Mrs.
)md parts of Canada, after which
Alvin Lisanby and Mrs. William
ley will be at home at 1638
ist Franklin street, Evansville, Larkins, served plate lunch, after which the meeting adjourn-*'
Bfhere both are employed.
ed to meet with Mrs. Hugh
Skees in June.
bliver - O lien
I Miss Betty Leon Oliver, daughof Mr. and Mrs. Wilford Oli- Piano Recital
Piano pupils of Mrs. Frank
•, of Cerulean, and Kenneth
K. Orten, son of Mr. and Mrs. Giannini, Sr., will be presented
Denzil Orten, of Dawson Springs, in recital Thursday night. May
rere married Saturday in Hop- 29, at George Coon Memorial
kinsville with Judge Jimmyi Library. The public is cordially
Biggins performing the cere- invited.
(nony.
The bride was dressed in the
Everybody reads The Leader!
I
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Mr. and Mrs. Reginald Catlett,
Nashville, Tenn.,
spent
last
weekend with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. P. L. Pruett, and his
mother, Mrs. •S. •O. •Catlett.

V *
Campbell Cambar and Oscar
hpme Monday
Height ftUlitary
banon, Term., to
mer months with

Miss Marilyn Lee Skees, Paducah, is visiting her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Oscar. Boyd,
Westminster Hayride
Members of Westminster Fel- Madisonville •street.
•
•
lowship of Central Presbyterian
Miss Joan Mitchell, MadisonChurch and their guests, approx- ville street, spent last Thursday
imately 30 young people, en- afternoon in Paducah.
•
*
*
joyed a hayride Monday night,
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Sphar and
May 20, to Satterfield Bottom. A children, Tuscon, Ariz., ire visitpicnic lunch, singing and story- ing her mother, Mrs. Vera Bantelling
were enjoyed
by the nister, W. Market street. Mrs.
group before their ride back to Sphar is the former Mary Kathtown. Mr, and Mrs. David W. erine Bannister.
•
•
*
Schulherr accom p a n i e d the
Mesdames K. V. Bryant and
group.
Russell Goodaket spdnt last
Thursday afternoon
* • • In Paducah.

Music Recital

Piano pupils of Mrs. Berhice
M. Davis were presented in recital at Butler High School Auditorium Friday night. May 23,
with 27 pupils taking part. A
large crowd of Princeton music
lovers attended.
Mrs. Davis artistically arranged the stage with a setting for
a flower garden to depict Walter Damrosch's idea for a "Garden of Music", with different
groups of pupils playing various
numbers as illustrations.
Participating were: Ann Kevil
Morgan, Jack Henry, Betty Gayle
Morgan, Ruth Ann Deboe, Don
Harralson, Nancy Taylor, Sue
Little, Jane Alexander, Sara Dimitri Walker, Joan Robinson,
Patsy Quisenberry,
Marilu
George, Mary Virginia Meadows,
Rosemary Redd, Judy Haile,
Shirley Ryan, Jacqueline Shoulders, Margaret Ann Quinn, Eleanor Ann Jones, Betty Jo Linton,
Cynthifc Ann Cunningham, Nan6y Groom and Jo Ann Pickering.
The most outstanding number
on the program was Chopin's
"Polonaise", played by Jo Ann
Pickering, who wa3 chosen as
the outstanding musician at Butler High School the last year.
Pupils winning prizes for the
most satisfactory year's work
were Sue Little, Marshall Ethdridge and Nancy Taylor.
Ushers were Houston Hatler,
Philip Johnson
and Jimmy
Clayton.

•

Mr. and Mrs. W.
man, Jr., Golconda,
last weekend with
Hobgood, E. •Market
• •

H. House111., sprtit
Mrs. Gary
street.

Donald Morgan recently left
for Montgomery, Ala., to spend
the summer with his brother,
Willie "Buster" Morgan, and
Mrs. Morgan. Mr. Morgan manages a baseball team there.
• • •
Mrs. Kimball Underwood and
father, T. W. Woodruff, Paducah, spent Sunday with friends
and relatives here.
•

•

•

Mrs. Walter E, Davis returned
to her home in Waterloo, la.,
last Thursday after being called
here on account of the death of
her mother,
Mrs. Mary Phil
Stevens.
•

•

•

Mrs. Jack Banksrton and children, Grenanda, Miss., are visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
J. D. Burgess,
• W.
» •Main street.
Mr. and Mrs. K. L. Martin
returned Thursday from New
Orleans, La., where they spent
several days.

•

. Goodwin, Jr., Mrs.
G,
daughter, Dorothy
L<
fe
returned to their
h<
/ i Atlanta, Ga., after
si 3 0 6 ^ a week with his pare
f . and Mrs. H. A. Good!r., Hopkinsville street.
* * f
s. Hearne Harralson and
i
i George Grayson, were in
t. Jhnbia, Tenn., Monday. Cadet
J. i Chilton Harralson, student
at Castle Heights Military Acadmy, accompanied them home
to spend the *summer
• • months.

Mr. and Mrs. George Stephens
left last Thursday for a visit to
relatives in Chicago.
Misses Melville Young, Nannie Holt and Jewell Davis and
Mrs. Barney Jones spent last
Thursday afternoon
• • • in Paducah.

The Leader
Congrawlates

Capt. John Eisenhower, son of General of the Army Dwight
D. Eisenhower, and his fiancee, Barbara Jean Thompson of Hammond, Ind., arrive aboard the U. S. Army Transport Gen. M. B.
Stewart in New York (May 25) from- Bremerhaven, Germany.
The couple plan to be marrifed June 10 at Fortrens Monroe, Va.,
where the bride's father, Col. Percy W. Thompson is being assigned. (AP WirepBoto)
Tenn., arrived Monday to spend
the summer .with his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Rumsey Taylor,
Locust street.
•

•

•

accepted a position with T.V.A.
Mrs. Smiley's daughter, Mrs. R.
H. Upton, Jr., and Mr. Upton,
of Canton, also spent the weekend with them.

Mrs. R. B. Ratliff, Louisville,
is here for several
• • • weeks' stay.

•

•

•

•

•

•

Mr. and Mrs. Willie "Buster"
Morgan, Montgomery, Ala., on
the birth
of twin daughters,
Anita Faye and Kaye Francis,
May H^iMr. Morgan is a former
resident here.
•
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H a m m i n g B i r d 51's are w a n t e d for fit,
flattery, fine wear! We're proud to be head.;

'

quarters for this famous hosiery, knit with,
skill and care in one of America's great>
mills. Sizes 8'/2 to lO'/a, in the smart new)
deeper-than-usual colors. Come in for yours.,

|5l Gauge $1.95, 45 Gauge $1.35
Ky

Princeton Shoe Co.
\1

MA-

YIPPEE YAY

•

Surpritt pocked unbutton on

SYMPHONY
A touch of beauty for your

SOID

ON IY

AT

fiw335i
ri*

Princeton, Ky.

DRUG

M O I I i

Phone 126

i
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HOPSCOTCH
The Corole King touch puts the

summer wardrobe , . .

"umm* In tummerl Plaid

thatl An exclusive pastel

your Carole King Original with

gingham sundress and bolero In

stripe pattern in

elaborate embroidered bodice. In

pretty pastels terved with

Sanforix^d/ tatin-itripe chambray.,_

black and pastel rayon shantung..

•ummer black. Junior sizes 9 to 15.)

Junior sizes 9 to 15.

Junior sites 9 to 15«

1495

Q<dJUtGvme/&

1
J

Wylie & Williamson

your t k i r t , . . Carol* King «••> to

V1 2 9 5

wne...

Treat yourself to the
novel experience of
cleansing away dirt
#nd stale make-up
with this cream with
•he delectable strawberry fragrance. Yam
will love the rich,
smoothing oils that
soften weather-dried
skini

Birthday Dinner

and

•

CREAM

Missionary

A surprise birthday dinnter
was given by Mrs. Everett Harris in honor of the 53rd birthday of her husband, Sunday,
May 18. Attending were Mr.
and Mrs. John Hunt and daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Alec Norman, Mr. and Mrs. Ercel Harris, Miss Tula Travis, Mr. and
Mrs. Andy Williams, Mrs. Rebecca Rogers and granddaughter, Sharron.
Mr. and Mrs. Aubry Harris
and granddaughter, Mrs. Bennie Belt and children, Mr. and
Mrs. Mayes Traylor, Messrs.
Bill Sullivan
and Raymond
Jackson, Misses Bonnie Williams, Agnes Rogers, Mabel
Harris, Paula Ann Davis, Mr.
and Mrs. Ernest Davis, Mr. and
Mrs. Lyman Perkins and children, Mrs. Henna, Clarence Davis and Mr. and Mrs?- Everett
Harris.
In the afternoon string music was played, and every one
left wishing Mr. Harris many
happy birthdays.

•

CLEANSING

The Missionary Society of the
First Presbyterian church met
with Mrs. Cecil Brasher Friday
afternoon, May 18. Miss Dora
Young gave the devotional, and
Miss Imogene Wigginton was
leader. Topic was, "One world,
one Lord". Mrs. Florence Parr
gave an interesting article on
"Summer work with the Indians", Mrs. C. W. Dilworth gave
"Sunday morning in Tokio", Miss
Dora Young, " A summer that
was different".
The meeting was adjourned
with prayer by the president,
Mrs. C. W. Dolworth. The meeting in June will be in the home
of Miss Imogene Wigginton.
Refreshments were ^ v e d to
Mrs. Florence Parr, Mrs. J. E.
Hillyard, Mrs. C. W. Dilworth,
Mrs. Ivan H. Bennett, Miss Imogene Wigginton,
Miss Dora
Young and Mrs. Cecil Brasher.

>T

•

Strawberry

THREE-RINGERS FOR YOUR SUMMER WHIRL

Fredonia
Society

•

emi/y 6epm6
xit

•

Bobby and Buddy Broadbent,
H. C. Moore, Jr., and wife,
» •
•
Cobb, spent Friday night and Boston, Mass., will arrive ThursMrs. R. M. Pool, Knoxville, Saturday with Mr. and Mrs. day to visit his mother, Mrs. H.
Tenn., is visiting friends and Rumsey Taylor and family, Lo- C. Moore.
•
•
•
cust street.
relatives here.
•
•
•
•
•
•
Norwood Cummins and son,
Mr. and Mrs. Irl Stevens reMr. and Mrs. W. C. Sparks Norwood, Jr., Princeton, Ind.,
turned to their home in Chicago returned Tuesday f r o m Ft. spent last weekend with homelast Thursday, after being called Wayne, Ind. They were accom- folk here.
•
•
•
here on account of the death of panied by her mother, Mrs. R.
his mother,
Mrs. Mary Phil S. Robertson, who remained for
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Putman,
Stevens.
a visit to her sister.
Atlanta, Ga., will arrive today
•
•
•
•
•
•
to spend the weekend with her
Mr. and Mrs. George Smiley, parents, Mr. and Mrs. R. R. TayMrs. T. J. Mahan, Blytheville,
Fredonia Baptist W.M.U. Ark., is visiting her son, John, Jr., and little daughter, Pamela lor, Highland Avenue.
•
•
•
Dee, Chicago, are visiting his
Circle No. 2 of the Baptist and family. • • •
mother, Mrs. Ethel Smiley, HopSgt. and Mrs. Jack Brown, Ft.
W.M.U. met Thursday afternoon,
Cadet Bob Taylor,
student at kinsville street, enroute to John- Benjamin Harrison, Ind., are
yi
May 8, with Mrs. J. J. Rogers. McCallie School, Chattanooga, son City, Tenn., where he hasvisiting their parents, Mr. and
The program opened with devotional by Mrs. Russell Yates,
and prayer by Mrs. Bill King.
Topics given were: "The Cooperative program in Missions",
Mrs. J. J. Rogers; "Th^.Man behind the Co-operative program",
Mrs. Bill King; "The subtle Invasion", Mrs. Coy Moore; "Was
it just a dream?" Mrs. Gene
Rogers; "Why I am a Missionary", Mrs. Arlie Vinson; "Use
your Baptist Hour", Mrs. Elbert
*
Beck.
Delightful Refreshments were
served to Mrs. Charles Brockmeyer, Mrs. Seldon McElroy,
Mrs. Russell Yates, Mrs. Qoy
Moore, Mrs. Talley Baker, Mrs.
Arlie Vinson, Mrs. Hampton earner, Mrs. Floyd Jones, Mrs. Elbert Beck, Mrs. Walton Woodall,
Mrs. Bill King, and Mrs. J. J.
Rogers.

•

Mr. and Mrs. James McGregor, Route 2, on the birth of a
son, May 17. He has been named
Jerry Don.

Mr. and Mrs. Floyd James Wilson, Route 2, on the birth of a
Cadet Larry Pedley, student son, Kenneth Wayne, May 24.
at Kentucky Military Institute,
Lyndon, will arrive Sunday to town, where she has been atspend the summer vacation with tending Georgetown College the
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. G. M. last year.
•
•
•
Pedley, Locust street.
•
»
•
Mrs. Roy Cann, Munfordville,
Dr. James C. Salato, Louisville, is visiting Mrs. John Wylie, West
spent last weekend with his wife Main street.
•
•
•
and little son, Michael, at the
home of her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Adams and little
Mrs. I. D. Worrell,
W. Main son, Henry, Jr., of Mayfield, are
street.
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
•
•
•
Euen Farmer, Franklin street.
Miss Roberta Dalzell will re- Mrs. Adams is the former Mary
turn home Sunday from George- Nell Farmer.

Jimmy Clore,
Middlesboro,
will arrive Monday to visit his
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Gayle aunt, Mrs. Rumsey Taylor, and
Pettit, Madisonville, are visiting family.
•
•
•
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Gayle
Mrs. Pauline Shelby left MonPettit, Route•i. • • *
day, via plane from Louisville
G u s Kortrecht,
Louisville, to the home of her daughter,
spent last weekend with Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Holcombe, Avon, N.
Mrs. Dique Eldred, W. Main Y., after being called here on
account of the serious illness of
street.
•
•
•
her sister, Mrs.
• Carrie
• • M. Henry.
Mrs. Benjamin F. Kimmel and
Mrs. Fred Rand, Boston, Mass.,little daughter, of Plymouth, Ind.,
are visiting her mother, Mrs. Ida is visiting her father, Mr. Motier
Stone, Hawthorne street. Mrs. Quisenberry. and other relatives
Kimmel is the former Isobel here. Mrs. Rand is the former
Stone.
Martha Quisenberry.
•

Mr. and Mrs. W. H. "Billy"
Newsom, on the birth ot a son,
May 21, at Princeton Hospital.
Mrs. Newsom is the former Jane
Williams, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Roy Williams,
• • • Plum street.
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A proposal for the creation of
a State Commissiop to manage
the Kentucky State Parks was
endorsed by Harry Lee Waterfield, Democratic candidate for
Governor, in a statement issued
here.
Organization of the parka under a commission to provide for
continuity of a program tor
their development and their
management by non-political,
trained personnel is sponsored
by the newly organized Kentucky State Parks Association,
which was formed at a meeting
of park boosters recently at
Louisville. )
This action was taken after
the Kentucky Lake Association
adopted a resolution proposing
the commission plan and calling
on the candidates for Governor
to express their views on it.
"I am in full accord with the
objectives of the Kentucky Parks
Association and the other organizations which seek to place the
operation of our State Parks on
an improved basis," Waterfield
said.
"I have had an opportunity to
observe the defects in the present plan under which the parks
are operated, inasmuch as Columbus-Belmont Battlefield State
Park is in my own county and
I have taken a keen interest in
others over the state.
"The evidence is conclusive
that we need in Kentucky a program under which' the State
Parks can be developed to play
their proper role in the efforts
to profit from the tremendously
expanding tourist industry that
is growing throughout Kentucky," he continued. "There will
be rich rewards from Kentuckians through the encouragement
of this new industry. Furthermore, our own citizens deserve
an improvement in the facilities
of the parks for their own use
and enjoyment.
"This program calls for a plan
under which there can be created for the parks a system of
operation that can be continued
from one administration to another without interruption and
for the employment of trained

§
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June, to be known aa 1047
Dairy Month, finds dairying a
fast-growing industry in Kentucky, says a statement issued
by the dairy division of the University of Kentucky College of
Agriculture and Home Economics.

Ashland, Ky.
Tuesday, May 20, 1947
Dear Friend Gracean:
' According to your suggestion
I cut the "Pledge Card" from
The Princeton Leader. We want
to have a little part in your
drive for a hospital. Success belongs to this outstanding effort
so it will be seen soon.
I do not know who the solicitors are. You may pass the
pledge and check along. This
comes from the family—Bob, his
Mother and me. If I can't collect
from then I will assume the
debt.
Tell Tom we are real proud of
him for his stick-to-itness, the
only way to win.
Well just remember me to all
Princetonians, even those who
movtd there after we moved.
Just
Jimmie Dugan
personnel with safeguards from
the ill effects of partisan and machine-type politics.
"The effectiveness of placing
an important function of the state
government in the hands of a
non-political State commission
has been demonstrated in the
case of the state game and fish
commission, a program I favored
as a member of the General Assembly. A similar plan will
operate for the benefit of the
State Parks, I believe."
The proposal endorsed by the
new State Parks Association
calls for the appointment of nine
members on the state commission, one representing each of
the congressional districts, and
would place the entire operations of the parks in this commission.

PRESIDENT GENERAL GREETS DAR GOOD CITIZENSHIP WINNERS—Exchanging greetings
prior to the opening of the 56th DAR continental congress at Constitution Hall in Washington
(May 19) are from left: Cortez B. Carpenter, Chandler, Ariz; Mrs. Julius Y. Talmadge, president general, Helen Margaret Hinricks, Urbana, 111., and Betty Irene Wilson, Milton, Ind. The
three girls are state winners of the Good Citizenship Pilgrimage Contest. (AP Wirephoto)

4-H Club Members
Make 600 Brooders
Many high school youths to be
graduated and who have been
graduated this Spring are planning to continue their education in the United States Army,
according to Captain Philip L.
Stern, U. S. Army Recruiting
Station, Princeton.
"Surveys we have been making informally here show that a
good many high school boys are
thinking of joining the Regular
Army after their graduation,"
he said. "Most of these see an
opportunity for additional education and training which will
help them to better jobs in civil
life.
"If a young man wants to go
places today," said Captain Stern,
"he must have some special
ability to offer. Education never paid higher dividends than
now, and the Regular Army is
ready to start any youth on the
road with its finer training. He
can learn the work he likes
best, and get paid while learning."

June 3 Is The Last Day
New Voters May Register

New — Complete

Credit Department
•

W E C A N N O W PROMPTLY AND ACCURATELY Answer All

Questions Regarding Your Account, Because
ried Right Here.

•

NO

It Will Be

I

WAITING FOR

LETTERS.

The

Car1

Information You Want

Is Instantly Available

•

CUSTOMERS LIVING IN THIS AREA, Whose

Accounts

For the fifth successive year, a
county-wide 4-H club poultry
program is being carried in Leslie county, 30,000 or more baby
chicks having been purchased
in April. As a result of the project, said Farm Agent S. M.
Cooke, 600 brooders, including
lantern, brick and electric types,
have been built in four years.
Ivan Wells, president of the
Stinnett 4-H'ers, has the only
coke oven brooder in the county.
Last year he made a profit of
$850 above expenses by brooding
1,900 chicks and selling them as
broilers.

Selection of two girls and two
boys to represent Kentucky at
the National 4-H Club Camp in
Washington, D. C., June 11-18,
is announced from the University of Kentucky College of Agriculture and Home Economics.

Something new in .the way of
guests at the famous Keeneland
Race Track, Lexington, will be
Polled Shorthorn beef cattle
which come for the breed's seventh annual Congress show and
sale, June 6-7, the first time in
Kentucky and the first time at
a racetrack.
Thirty-nine of the nation's
leading herds are sending the
best consignment of 30 bulls and
75 females that has ever been
seen in a Polled Shorthorn consignment show-6ale. Some of the
females are carrying calves by
the world's highest priced beef
bull, the $61,335 Supreme Shorthorn, champion at the 1946
Perth Scotland show, and some
by the 1946 Chicago International grand champion Polled Shorthorn bull.
Thi3 naturally hornless model
of the Shorthorn now shows the
fastest rate of gain of any beef
cattle breed in America today.
Transfers in 1947 are 47.8 percent ahead of the same date
last year; members have increased 68 percent, and the average of auction prices is up 15
percent.

They are M i l l e d .Gorbandt,
Oldham county; Helen Hendricks, Simpson county; David
Meyer, Jr<, Campbell county,
and Dan E. Turner, Garrard
county. Each is 17 years old.
Miss Gorbandt has been in
club work 8 years and won
$92.25 in prizes and had an income of $817 from poultry, clothing and canning.
In 6 years of club work, Miss
Hendricks had an income of
$629 from sheep and poultry
and won $108 in prizes. She
served a year as secretary of
the Kentucky Association of
4-H Clubs.
From his 4-H club project
David Meyer has received a total of $3,511.82, principally from
7 years of dairying. His prize
money totaled $173.50.
Dan Turner is State champion
of the 4-H Club baby beef project. His prize money in 4 years
of club work was $210.43, and
his total income $4,065.11.
British farmers increased arable acreage in England more
than a million acres during
World War I.
About one school child in 15
in the United States is handicapped by some degree of per<manent or temporary deafness.
Public utilities have budgeted
more than $300 million to further expand rural electric power.

Value of dairying In Kentucky
now is placed at about $70,000,000 a year, which means it is the
second-largest farm enterprise,
being exceeded only by tobacco.
Dairying is being practiced in
.some form on 95 percent of the
farms of Kentucky, it is stated.
Approximately 800,000 cows are
milked. Sales of whole milk total nearly $25,000,000 a year, and
cream over $10,000,000. Farmers
sell about $500,000 worth of butter, and about $8,000,000 worth of
milk at retail. Veal calves and
cows for beef add to the income
of the industry.
There has been a marked increase in the sale of whole milk
in Kentucky in recent years, due
to the increase in the number
of cheese factories, condensaries
and other milk plants.
The college lists artificial
breeding as one of the latest
boons to dairying in Kentucky.
Owners of 2,074 herds in 16
counties have signed up 20,023
cows for artificial breeding.
Eighteen bulls are kept at the
bull stud near St. Matthews.

J Itland CiiV, N:r.

Ptpii-Cola Compani
Franchised Bottler: Pepsi Col

iopkinsville Bottling Company

Room For Profit!

Sao Paulo, Brazil — (iflP) —
Hotels here, alleging supply«difficulties, suspended the meals
habitually given to their guests,
but without reduction in the
price charged. Thus, the same
price which previously covered
room and meals is charged at
present for a room only.

Be Ready To Cast Your
Vote . . . Register Now!
W. H. Johnson
J. Y. OUannon

For Immediate
Delivery O n
M O N U M E N T S
SEE OUR

STOCK—THE

LARGEST IN WEST KY.

Paducah Granite
Marble, Stone Co,
402 South 3rd Street
Paducah, Kentucky
Phone 799

Compare
These prices on First Quality Paint —
Red Spot House Paint —

RED SPOT 4-HR. ENAMEL

$5 in 5 gal. lots,

Gallon Gallon Quarts Pints Pints
$5
$2.75
$1.50 .85 .45

RED SPOT FLOOR ENAMEL 4

2.40

1.25

.65

RED SPOT Enamel Undercoater 4

2.40

1.25

.65

RED SPOT PERMALITE

4

2.40

1.25

.65

RED SPOT LINOQUICK

5

2.75

1.50

.85 .45

RED SPOT SHELLAC

5

2.76

1.50

.85 .45

RED SPOT White Creosote

3.75

RED SPOT FLATWALL PAINT 3

1.70

.90

.50

CASEIN (Original Cold
Water Paint)

3.00

1.70

.90

Joiner's
Your Paint Store of Friendly Service

Grow Strawberries

The Harlan Kiwanis Club in
Harlan county is sponsoring the
growing of strawberries by 4-H
club members, making it possible for 65 members to set out a
total of 26,000 plants this spring.
In 1948, each 4-H'er who is enrolled in the project will return
two gallons of berries to his
Kiwanis sponsor in payment for
the plants. Farm Agent Allan C.
Davis notes that strawberries are
-one of the best cash crops in the
county.

BOILING POINT

BOILED OR C O O K E D
In Pasteurization the Board of Health
retfuires that milk be held at 143 degrees for 30 minutes to kill all harmful bacteria found in milk that is not
pasteurized.

Are

Carried In Other Cities, May Request That Their Accounts Be

Pasteurized Milk Is

C O O K I N G COMMENCES

Transferred To This Office

•

YOU

ARE CORDIALLY

INVITED To Ask

About Our

Easy.

TUBERCULOSIS

GERMS KILLED—

Payment Plan — Hang On To Your Savings And W a r Bonds —

UNDULANT

Your Credit And Our Easy Payment Plan Will Help You Do It,

Please stop in and meet our credit Manager,
MRS. BESSIE HARMON
with any questions you may have regarding our Easy

pay

ment Plan.

• Matching fit* glorious fragrance
of Ih famous predeceisor , . ."BOND
STREET' Perfume..."BOND STREET"
Toilet Water carries on In a groat
family traditlonl . , , convoying all
the distinctive qualities of Its foreboaral Notablo among all colognes
for Its aluslvo charm . . . quiet, wellbred, yet sparkling with excitement
and gaiety . . . "BOND STREET'
Toilet Water h an osset to any
occasion. But don't wait for a party
to try It. Come In today. Especially
If you would like to feel a littlo
superior to everyone elsol r~—

M B V I & M
SnJiM In Ih. u i A. fress /
the Original EnslUk rormu I
U*. combining Inserted .W L

Sears Order Offlice
Phone 790

W . Court Square

ly entitled
bed herein
(NAX- BP"

«s»mn bwiedlsau.

I
•

tim
f

/
f
f

"Hopklnrvllle'e Moat Complete
Drue Store"
M
Cor. Ith * Vlf*lnt«

TYPHOID -- DYSENTRY

GERMS KILLED

STREP THROAT

GERMS KILLED

GERMS KILLED

Thermometer shows temperatures at
which fatal disease germs are killed
in pasteurization.

-

GERMS KILLED

FEVER.

GERMS KILLED

BOND STREET" T«il«t Wat*

SCARLET FEVER
TONSILITIS

DIPTHERIA

BODY T E M P E R A T U R E .

Germs mul

tiply rapidly in unpasteurized milk.
FREEZING

Pasteurized milk is not boiled or cooked. It is scientifically heated to a temperature of 143 degrees Fahrenheit, according to State Board of Health regulations, and kept at this temperature for 30 minutes. This destroys all harmful bacteria and does not affect the taste.
The illustrative thermometer chart (above) shows the pasteurizing temperature and the particular temperatures at which harmful and deadly germs are killed. Maintenance of this 143 degree temperature is necessary to permanently obliterate the germs.

INSIST ON THIS PROTECTION I N THE
M I L K YOU FEED Y O U R F A M I L Y !

Princeton Cream & Butter Co
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Homemakers News Crider

L
and Mrs. L. E. Harper. A. Wilson. She has been a memis visiting hu mother, Mrs. Josle
Loin Parte. Mich., Mr». Hugh
Quertermous.
children, Milly,
kt.r »nd
Rev. Charles Hendrix, McKenlie, Tenn., filled his regular apLkie, « n d J o e ' 1 1 0 ( 1
L r t were dinner guests of pointment at the Cumberland
Presbyterian
church
Sunday.
C\nd M'
Herbert Cochran, Beginning next month, services
Lion, Sunday.
will be on the 1st and 3rd SunIjjr an d Mrs. Murion Harvill days.
Mrs. C. Y. Williams has reLved to their home on the
turned
to her home in RussellI
after spending
several
[.,, imi Mi>. Monroe Butts and ville,
days
with
her
sister,
Mrs.
Eula
Luren, Morgiinfield,
were
Howerton,
in
the
home
of
Mr.
[ Vk-en'a guests of her parents,
and Mrs. W. M. Young.
r \ n d Mrs. Lee Burklow.
Mrs. Grace Loyd
returned
[ D i n n e r guests of Mr. and Mrs.
L m Y o u n g Sunday were home last week after spending
several months with her daughIi ,,R'ce
, - W. F. Young and. John
„
ter, Mrs. Harold Cadek, and Mr.
ijlrs ®wie K u c k e r spent Sun- Cadek, Chattanooga, Tenn. She
I
mast of h e r daughter,
also visited her son, J. S. Loyd,
\
!
and Mi Paris.
Kr. and Mrs. Martin Turley and Mrs. Loyd in Munfordsville,
Lj children. Auburn, spent the enroute home.
with his parents, Mr.
Mrs. Ambie Fuller, Mrs. King,
Miss Ada Leeper, Miss Imogene
I and Mrs. Henry Turley.
Turs A L Faught and son, Wigginton and Seth Wigginton
Lbie, spent F r i d a y in Kuttawa were guests of Mrs. Alma Ward
in Frances Sunday afternoon.
kiting friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Byrd Guess enf M:v . Rebecca Brasher, Gary,
Id was the week-end guest of tertained Friday with a chicken
dinner. Guests were Mr. and
„ Dorothy Brasher,
ft
and Mrs. Dacon Farmer, Mrs. Reed Brown and daughter,
visited
Mr.
a n d Doris, and Mr. and Mrs. Kelly
jrl0n,
Bradshaw and son.
its Lee Burklow Sunday afMr. and Mrs. V. E. Coleman
imoon.
[yr and Mrs. P a u l Moore and have returned from St. Louis
ighter, Bonita, were guests of where they were guests of his
parents, M r . and Mrs. Coy brother, James Coleman, and
family.
ore, several d a y s last week.
Mrs. Allie Bugg has returned
Irs. Clifford White left for
k,r home in Temple, Tex., Sun- home after visiting her brother,
Ly She had been the guest of Cleve Black, in Kuttawa.
tr mother, M r s . Mattie Rice,
Mrs. Sarah Cruce, Crayne, and
|r several w e e k s .
Mrs. Maude McDonald, Marion,
|Mr. and M r s . Reg Hbbbard spent last Wednesday with Mrs.
Ld children
spent
Monday Reed Brown.
|fht with h e r grandmother,
Mrs. J. Luke Quertermous has
Jrs. Florence P a r r .
returned to her home in Lex| Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hughes ington, after d short visit to her
lid baby, M a r i o n , were visitors parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. M.
ft his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Young.
lithony Hughes, over the weekMr. and Mrs. Frank Grubbs
and daughter, Martha Nell, Kutc
|Mt. and Mrs. W. M. Young tawa, recently visited his parid Mrs. L u k e
Quertermous ents, Mr. and Mrs. T. L. Grubbs.
Miss Carol B. Quertermous,
ere in Evansville Tuesday.
|Mr. and Mrs. William Lynn Murray, is visiting her grand•id son. B o b b y , and Mr. and mother, Mrs. Josie Quertermous
|n. J. E. Hillyard visited friends and family.
I Owensboro Wednesday.
| Mr. and Mrs. George Johnson, Rough Roads
iducah, spent the week-end
Bith her parents, Mr. and Mrs. G e t The Razzberry
Richmond,
V a. — (JP) —
1 T. Henson.
Bu-u-u-r-r-r-rp!
Its the "razziMrs. Jennie Brasher, Frances,
Bent Sunday and Monday with berry" for contractors you hear,
p son, Cecil Brasher, and Mrs. folks.
The burp-buzz sound comes
•Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Harwood from a gadget known as a "rolpd children,. L e l a n i a and Char- ler straight edge" perfected by
Ft Lewis, Wash., are visit- T. W. Loftis, instrument maker
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. for the Virginia State Highway
Department. It is rolled over a
L. Grubbs.
| W . M. U. m o n t h l y meeting of new section of pavement and if
cle 1 and 2 m e t a t the church there is a deviation in smoothness of more than one-eighth of
lednesday a f t e r n o o n .
•Mr. Byrd H u g h e s , Evansville, an inch in ten feet it rolls forth
Tent the w e e k - e n d a t his home the "razzberry" sound.
pre.
I Rev. Charles Hendrix, McKen]e. Tenn., w a s the dinner guest
! Mr. and M r s . Dave Perkins
bd Mrs. Allie Bugg, Sunday.
IMrs. Mattie R i c e is visiting her
lughter, Mrs. Clifford White,
) d Mr. White in Temple, Tex.
accompanied

Mrs.

White

•me.
•Miss Lelaina Newberry is visitg her uncle, Frank Grubbs,
d Mrs. Grubbs near Kuttai this week.
IMrs. Charles Brockmeyer and
Tighter, Sandra, visited her
pnts, Mr. and Mrs. Shell HunP " , Friendship, Friday.
ss Mary Wilson is expected
week from Yankeetown,
where she will spent sumr vacation with her father, J.
of the school faculty th?re.
' B. Quertermous, Detroit,

Council

The Advisory Council of the
Homemakers Clubs will meet in
the little courtroom in Princeton
May 30 at 1:30 P. M., Miss Leone
Gillett, assistant state leader,
will be here for this meeting.

Training School
Storage will be the subject of
the. major projects in the Homemakers Clubs during June. The
training school for leaders will
be held in the basement of the
Kentucky Utilities building, Wednesday, June 4, at 1:30 P. M.,
stated Miss Wilma Vandiver,
home agent.

Hopkinsville Road

BACKSTOP DEMONSTRATED — Crystal Stafford flinches as
San Francisco Seals players bounce a bat and baseballs off the
glass backstop after its unveiling at the Seals Stadium in San
Franeisco (May 20). The new glass backstop, used for the first
time for baseball, is 100 feet long and 12 feet high and is made
of Vi inch heat tempered, polished plate glass. (AP Wirephoto)

O l d Army Habit:
Ask The Red Cross
(AP

Newefeaturee)

New York — Varied requests
involving activity beyond their
prescribed duties keeps American Red Cro3s Field directors on
their toes.
Typical is a monthly report of
a field director wih American
troops in Puerto Rico. His record
of "unusual cases closed," covered the following requests:
Can you find me a cocker
spaniel puppy?
Do you know of a baby we can
adopt?
Will you help me get money
from my bank in the United
States?
Can you find quarters for my
wife for two days? She is awaiting confinement in the hospital.
Can you help me serve on the
insular lottery board for one of
its drawings?
Neither my family nor I have
been able to locate my nephew
who is in the army. Can you
help find him?
I want to buy a ranch in
British Columbia. Can you help
find one?
We are organizing an orches-

tra. Do you know where we can
get a bass violin?
I was discharged from the
Navy and reenlisted in the
Army. .Could you help get a
copy of my discharge papers to
use in applying for terminal
Do you know where I can
find a car to drive over the
weekend?
leave?

Why Cowboys
Joined Marines
Missoula, Mont. — (JP) — During recent floods, Max Moncure
reported seeing one determined
farmer, wearing hip boots and
calmly milking a cow while
water ran knee deep through a
pasture.

"Consider your needs and budget when buying equipment",
stated Mrs. Earl Adams, home
management leader, to the members of the Hopkinsville Road
Club when that club met at the
home of Mrs. Saul Pogrotsky,
May 23.
Mrs. Don Boitnott, president,
read Genesis 1: 26-31 for the
devotional.
Mrs. Lem Beckner, Mrs. B. L.
Paris and Mrs. Saul Pogrotsky
were appointed on the nominating committee.
Mrs. B. L. Paris gave the
thought for the month and read
the landscaping and gardening
notes.
"Know Kentucky," the minor
project, was given by Mrs. Lem
Beckner.
Mrs. Earl Adam3 presented an
excellent
lesson on
"Buying
Equipment".
Barbara Sue Graham and Joan
Watson, 4-H girls, demonstrated
methods of preparing
grt
beans for the frozen locker.
Present were: Mrs. Earl Adams, Mrs. Lem Beckner,, Mrs.
Don Boitnott, Mrs. B. B. Boitnott, Mrs. Robert Coleman, Mrs.
P. L. Kunk, Mrs. J. F. Graham,
Mrs. S. J. Lowry, Mrs. B. L.
Paris, Mrs Hugh BlackbuYn,
Miss Wilma Vandiver and Mrs.
Saul Pogrotsky.

Hay Baling

1
j

]

f l

i

Phone 823-J or See

I

Stanley McGowan

I
]

»

I

Princeton, Ky.

306 N. Darby St.

Ice Cream
Freezers

Otter Pond
Buying Electrical Equipment"
was the major lesson given Otter Pond Homemakers by Mrs.
Ray Martin at the home of Mrs.
Collins Ladd recently. The minor lesson, "Purchase and Pennyrile Section of Kentucky" was
given by Miss Robbie Sims. Mrs.
Homer Mitchell, program chairman, was in charge of the program.
Members present were Mesdames Collins Ladd, Ray Martin,
Ferd Wadlington, Lee Mashburn,
George Martin, Jr., Guy Shoulders, Jimmie Mitchell, Homer
Mitchell, Eugene Parker, Bernice Jones and Miss Robbie
Sims.
Visitors were Mrs. Hulett Ladd
and Misses Jackie Shoulders,
Ann Neal, Wilma Vandiver and
Janice Martin.

•

2-quart
•

3-quart

4-quart

•

6-quart

—f

BEAT THE SUMMER HEAT
WITH HOMEMADE

ICE CREAM

In Hopkinsville It's

CAYCE-YOST CO.
(INCORPORATED)

June 3 Is The Last Day
New Voters May Register.

a/tuL " S ^ j

$15.00 CASH
for

your
old Singer
Drophead
Sewing Machine.
Write R. Shrote, 412 E . Eichel Ave.
Evanevllle, Ind.

W e a r e prepared to Moth-Proof your clothing,
rugs, blankets —

any article that is subject to
*

moth d a m a g e —

always a danger in the hot

weather months.
•

Guaranteed For 10 Years

(Incorporated)

it

Advisory

Crider Homemakers met at the
home of Mr*. Raymond Phelps
May 21. The meeting was called
to order by Mrs. Clifton Clift
and Mrs. Arlie Vinson read the
scripture from Genesis 1: 26-31,
and Mrs. Herbert Williams read
the thought for the day.
Mrs. Phelps gave an Interesting report on the district meeting at Owensboro after a discussion of some of <tho| subjects
planned for next year's lessons.
Miss Grace Adamson gave the
major project, "Buying Equipment For The Home", and Mrs.
Floyd Dunbar read about several Pennyroyal and Purchase
districts in Western Kentucky.
Miss Barbara Sue Graham
and Miss Joan Watson, 4-H girls,
gave a demonstration on preparing snap beans for freezing.
Refreshments were served to
Mesdames Sarah Myers, Herbert
Williams, Floyd Dunbar, Clifton Clift, Arlie Vinson, Charles
Wilson, A. D. McElroy and Roy
Ashby; Misses Grace Adamson
and Wilma Vandives, Barbara
Sue Graham, Joan Watson and
several children.

Moth-Proofing

^each1!
has
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AS NEVER BEFORE

See or Phone us for additional information.
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Bodenhamer's
Dry Cleaning

Delicately
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Rugs and Carpets
Home Furnishings
j THe Very Next Time
You Are
•n Hopkinsville
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them. The Navy is holding about
By Clarke Beach
Washington — Winding up a 44 plants. About 12 of these
$330,000,000,000 operation like have been leased, and* the Navy
the United States' share in World Department Is considering leasWar II is big business in itself, ing the remainder.
The lend-lease phase of the
even when only the tag ends
of the Job remain to be done. war operation, which involved
Uncle Sam, who has been sell- about $50,000,000,000, is being
ing things like mad for the past cleaned up in relatively minor,
year or two, still is one of the million-dollar lots. When lendwe arworld's largest real estate deal- lease was terminated
ranged for many of the governers. H . EE
ments concerned to receive the
The War Assets Administragoods contracted for and extion has' about $9,000,000,000
tended them long term credit.
worth of real and personal proSome of these orders have yet
perty left In the United States.
to be filled.
About 90 percent of our warAll • major
countries except
time holdings abroad have been
disposed of, most of them to the Russia have agreed on settlegovernments of countries in ments of their lend-lease acwhich the property was situated. counts. The terms agreed on In
Our major foreign properties nearly all cases provided that
now are in Germany and Japan, the U. S. absorb the cost of miliwhere our occupation forces still tary items and that the coun- GERMAN CHILDREN VIEW NEW HOME—Four German chilhave use for them.
tries concerned pay for the ci- dren huddle with a Red Cross worker at a train window as they
The property still owned in vilian goods still on hand and us- arrive in Braunschweig in the British occupation zone of Gerthis country is about one-half able. Russia recently Informed many, from Russian-occupied Saxony to join their parents from
real estate and one-half personal this government that she was whom they became seperated during the war. The children are
property. Officials expect to sell ready to discuss terms.
among several hundred being brought to the zone by the Red
Straightening out the vast le- Cross and the Caritas Verhand, a German relief organization.
nearly all the personal property
by next January. Some of the gal tangle created by the lend- (AP Wirephoto)
real estate will be sold or leased lease patent Interchange agreeby then, but it is believed that ments, however, is expected to ed processes that went into the Pater Catches Up
much of it will still be left on provide work for many years making of war materials.
There is still a little war- With The Pate Boys
the government's hands.
for lawyers and engineers in
Winnsboro, S. C. — OP) —
born
construction to be completArmy and Navy
Munitions both Britain and the United
ed. The Federal Works Agency Gene Pate, 15, and his brother,
Board officials say that about States.
Each nation was permitted to expects to have seven projects Joel, 15, are both Eagle Scouts.
100 war plants will be held by
Their father, Dudley Pate, a
the government permanently and use each other's patents with- still in the building stage at the
that about 150 other war plants out restriction while lend-lease end of June. It has completed section man in the twisting department of Winnsboro Mills,
are now for sale or lease under lasted, with the understanding nearly 100 in the past year.
This work, carried on by the wears the Eagle badge too. It
a recapture arrangement by that claims of patent owners
Bureau of Community Facilities, was pinned on him recently by
which the government will be would be met after the war.
able ,to get them back in case
British patent holders under was known as the Lanham Act his mother.
of emergency.
the agreement have until June program. Under it the federal
Grandmother Pate is a Scout
Of the 100 plants to be kept,4 '30, 1949, to file their claims. government put up almost $500,- enthusiast, too. She knows every
about 40 are held by the War Americans can file their claims 000,000 to pay in whole or in Boy and Girl Scout in this modDepartment.
They are to be against the British indefinitely. part for the construction of ern cotton mill community and
leased to private industry in One lend-lease expert estimates schools, hospitals, sewers and attends all court of honor cerewhole or In part. Deals already it will take 15 or 20 years to other facilities in communities monies.
have been concluded for 10 of sort out the thousands of patent- which received a sudden large
Papa Pate took over as scoutInflux of military personnel and
master of Troop 27 when the
war workers.
leader went away to war. Soon
Where projects were under the girld troop found itself withSMALL P R / . - . - - » - . , • . — • • . ... * by S(
construction at the war's end out a leader and Mrs. Pate pitchand where the war-created need
ed in as scout miSlress.
*
still continued, the government
Mrs. Pate is a spinner in the
is continuing the work to commill.
pletion.
The Federal government's pay
roll has dropped considerably. Red Cross Woolens
There are now
2,286,202 em- Got Test In Germany
ployes under civil service, com-*
Bad Wildungen, Germany—OP)
pared to 3,571,691 in April, 1945.
—Nearly
a quarter of a million
In Washington, to relieve conitems produced by
gestion during the war, a decen- clothing
American
Red Cross volunteers
tralization program transferred
many federal offices into the during the war helped occupafield.
The government now tion soldiers and displaced perwants them
to "recentrallze." sons in Germany withstand the
Congress has been
asked for coldest winter in 50 years.
The distribution to troops infunds to bring the boys home,
and the matter is being con- cluded 150,000 woolen helmets
sidered in connection with the 11,500 woolen gloves, 32,644 mufIndependent Offices Appropria- flers, 6,574 pullovers and 4,120
wristlets. The totals turned over
tion Bill.
to UNRRA for distribution to
ALL READY TO SERVE. LOAOS OF
displaced persons in Germany
Berlin Post Office
NOMSHMENT, AND FLAVOR. «lf>S
and Austria were 22,778 woolGO FOR! BE SURE YOU GET
Clogged With Gifts
en helmets, 12,229 gloves, 800
1UE OMGlKAL KELLOGG'S
Berlin — OP) — A district mufflers, 6,500 pullovers and
COM FLAKES IN THE WHITE,,
postoffice here had tp move its 4,000 wristlets.
'KEP/ANP GKEEN PACKAGE /
letter and package reception windows to another building because
REGULAR OR FAMILY SIZE. THE ORKRIAL
;
the post-office itself was clogged Be Ready To Cast Your.
M S TMS SIGNATURE
with gift packages from abroad Vote . . . Register Now!
to Germans.

QUICKie BREAKFAST

Governor

Simeon Willis, of Kentucky, cooperating

FIRST CHRISTIAN
Tom W. Collins, pastor.
We welcome Mr. and Mr*. Wm.
S. Scott and Mr. Roy Sullivan
Into the fellowship of the church.
Next Sunday is Children's Day.
A period of the morning worship
will be set apart to recognize
babies born into homes of members, and to charge parents with
their Christian responsibility.
The Vesper Singers will ocxufi^ the choir loft at morning
worship service.
Special efforts are being made
for evening worship service by
Mr. Collins. The Adult Choir will
sing several anthems, Under direction of Mr. K. V. Bryant.
Our welcome to friends and
visitors is genuine. Come as often as you can.

Butte, Mont. OP) — l/P) Butte
and it« suburb* have 184 liquor
selling establishments but a recently passed Montana law sets
40 as the maximum number for
the area.
This doesn't mean that any of
tHe present places need close
but no new licenses may be issued until 155 places have shut
down.
One man is reported to have
spent between $15,000 and $20,000 in construction *nd equipment for a tavern he can't open.

CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
David W. Schulherr, Minister
Sunday, June 1, 1947.
9:45 a.m. Sunday School.
10:45 a.m. Morning Worship.
"Except Your Righteousness Ex
ceed".
5:30 p.m. Westminster Fellow
ship.
7:30 p.m. Evening Worship.

FREDONIA PRESBYTERIAN
Rev. Charles Bunce, Padueah,
will have charge of a Preaching
Mission to be conducted at the
First Presbyterian Church, Fredonia, beginning June 9, it is
announced this week. He will
be assisted by the pastor, the
Rev. C. W. Dilworth.

OGDEN MEMORIAL
METHODIST
J. Lester McGee, Minister.
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship 10:50 a.m.
Sermon subject by the pastor:
"The Tragedy of the HalfCured".
Youth Fellowship 6:30 p.m.
Evening Worship
7:30 p.m.
Sermon subject by the pastor:
"Never Give Up Praying".

PENTECOSTAL HOLINBSS
Old Madisonville Road, Rev.
William E. Cunningham, pastor.
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 ajn.
Young People's Service 6:00
p.m.'
Evangelistic Service 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday
evening
prayer
service 7:00 p.m.
Saturday, Evangelistic service
7:00 p.m.
Everybody welcome.

The Vacation Bible School
continues through next week.
Opportunities for the week:
Mon. 7:30 p.m. Pipers Club;
Tues. 7:30 p.m. Young Women's
chorus practice; Wed. 7:30 p.m.
Mid-week service, led by the
Pastor; Fri. Radio broadcast by
Children's chorus; Fri. 7:00 p.m.
Youth choir practice.
BAPTIST HOUR
With the Rev. Bruce H. Price
as speaker, the Baptist Hour will
feature The Christian Home in
the broadcast Sunday, June 1,
as announced by S. F. Lowe,
director, Atlanta. Mr. Price is
pastor of the Beech Street Baptist Church, Texarkana, Ark.
The subject of his message will
be, "Christ in the Home."

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
H. G. M. Hatler. Pastor
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
11:50 a.m. Morning Service
6:45 p.m. Training Union
7:30 Evening Wership

r
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dairy farmers in Kentucky and throughout the nation has issued
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WESTERN KENTUCKY STAGES
Low cost t r a v e l o n t i m e - s a v i n g schedules
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LAXATIVE?
•lack-Draught I*
1-Usually prompt
2-Usu«lly thorough
3-Always

economical

25

to
40

doses
only

Through

25£

FROM BULLETS TO BALLOTS
Your V o t e Is Democracy's Greatest

PROTECTION

YOU MUST
AGISTER
BEFORE
YOU CAN
VOTE

a proclamation, urging that the month be fittingly observed, in
private and in public, in order to increase appreciation and consumption of milk and dairy products and to improve our standard
of health, our enjoyment of delicious dairy foods, and our financial well-being.

LET'S OBSERVE DAIRY MONTH IN OUR
COMMUNITY

OWN

The Kentucky Association Of Student Veteran

LIKEWISE!

Clubs Urges You To

Princeton Cream
and Butter Co.
B. T. DAUM, Prop
Phone 161

Like a flower
after a s h o w e r . . .
how else would
you describe such
a pretty print?
Eyelet-embroidered
Sherette muslin.

Second
j^jangtq
tion
Presidj
will be
uity. aH
of the
4

JUNE 3
IS THE
LAST DAY
YOU CAN
REGISTER

with

flP-JSj,

REGISTER
IN ORDER T O V O T E THIS FALL
AT YOUR C O U N T Y CLERK'S O F F I C E

Plan a Definite Time to Register - Remind Your Friends to Register
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Lexington, May 27 — Gue«U

,d alunini from every part of
H
state ara expected to visit
•
campus of the University of
Kentucky during the next week
K r activities in connection with
H e 80th annual commencement
K ^ e k and graduation of approxHiately 600 candidates for bachB o r and advanced degrees.
• Baccalaureate services will be
at 4 o'clock Sunday after•
June 1. in Memorial Hall,
th Dr. Walter E. Groves, new
•sidcnt of Centre College, deering the traditional sermon.

I

Now more than ever

FAMILY COMPLETES 3,429-MILE BICYCLE TRIP—Mr. and
Mrs. R. K. Parker arrive in Seattle (May 20) with their children
after a 3,429-mile trip from Florida on a novel vehicle constructJesse Herrman, pastor of the ed by fastening two bicycles together with a carriage in the center
cond Presbyterian Church, for the children. The children are: (front to rear) Vonnell, two;
xington, will give the invoca- Dwight, one; and Richard, eight. The Parkers began the trip last
n andB.benediction.
[ John
Hutson, New York November 13. (AP Wirephoto)
Resident
Mrs. secretaryDonovan
ity,
former and
assistant
from her home for several years,
11 be at
trustees,
factneral
of home
the to
United
Nations
then
came to Washington to
Hy,
alumni,
seniors
and
guests
fed a U. K. graduate, is to be
work in the U. S. Patent Office.
graduating
classChauncey
at MaxLethe
principal
speaker.
When the Civil War broke
H eprgey,
l l Place
Thursday
afternoon
at
Ashland
newspaper
man,
out Miss Barton went to the stathat night
the
[illo'clock,
presideand
as retiring
president.
tion to meet the train which
Uumni Banquet
will be
held at
[Barry
Bingham,
Louisville,
RED CROSS GIVES BIRTHDAY brought the first troops from
L
Lafayette
hotel
in
LexingResident of the Courier-Journal
Massachusetts in response to Linfed The Times, will deliver the HONORS TO ITS FOUNDER
coln's calL As the train had
By
Jane
Eads
bmmencement address at the
passed through Baltimore, four
•th annual exercises Friday
Washington—This month the
men
were killed and 30 wounded
feght at 7:30 o'clock on Stoll American Red Cross, which en•eld. "The Plain Citizen in rolled a peak of 56,000,000 mem- by a rioting mob.
To meet this emergency, Miss
•orld Affairs" will be the sub- bers in World War II, celebrated
Barton
tore up her own berBet of the address. Dr Raymond ite 66th birthday.
sheete for bandages. Later she
• McClain, president of TranThis month also it honors it3
Irlvania College, will give the founder, Clara Barton, who died worked with the wounded at
the battles of Fredericksburg,
ftvocation.
at 90 in 1912.
Bull Run and Harper's Ferry.
At the age of 15 Clara Barton
After the war she went to
Cedar is the best, toughest was teaching 40 pupils in a oneEurope, where she observed the
ee adaptable for telephone room school. At 40 she was givRed Cross at work in the Franlies, but other types of wood ing aid to hundreds of soldiers
co-Prussian conflict of 1870. She
in be specially treated and in Civil War hospitals.
became acquainted with the first
At the age of 59 she founded
international Red Cross organizaTimber from soft - wooded the American Red Cross—on May
tion, established in 1864 by Henees is 6ought for lumber and 21, 1881. The organization now
ri Dun ant, a Swiss. Deeply imilp; from hard-wood trees, for boasts 3,754 working chapters.
pressed, she returned to seek
irniture and veneer manufacUnusual as this record is for the aid of President Garfield in
three score years, in the case of setting up an American Red
Clara Barton it was only a be- Cross. Its first meeting was held
ginning.
e Ready To Cast Your
in Washington.
She was 62 when she charter'ote . . . Register Now! ed a steamer, loaded it with food
Four types of yellow pine
and clothing, medicines and other
relief supplies
and traveled which grow in the south are
through the flooded Ohio and used for 60 percent of U. S. wire
YOUR NEIGHBORS FOUND
Mississippi
valleys to aid great service poles.
BILL DOLLAR "RIGHT"
Columbus, Miss., was the site
numbers of destitute families.
HIS FRIENDLY CASH
of
the first Decoration Day celMiss Barton and her helpers
FIXED UP THEIR PLIGHT.
not only served needy humans ebration.
in that spring of 1884, but many
times the steamer was reloaded
with hay and other feed for
starving cattle and livestock.
Twelve years after she founded the Red Cross she organized
a program of relief work following the Sea Islands, Ga., hurricane. She was 71 then. She
was 76 when she took a relief
ship to Cuba under the Red
Cross flag, and 78 when she
piloted a relief train to Galveston, Tex., where the hurricane
and tidal wave of 1900 had snuf(Whether It'i skkneu or ony other
fed out 6,000 lives and left
amorgtnty, or on cKCumvlation of
thousands injured and homeless.
ordinary household bilk that's
worrying you . . . com* In ond orMiss Barton was born on
rong* for a friendly, tonfW^krf
Christmas Day, 1821, near North
loan.
Oxford, Mass. She was christen)pen Thursday Afternoons ed Clarissa Harlowe Barton but
later shortened the name simply
to Clara Barton.
Miss Barton said she "let down
her skirts and put up her hair"
in order to take the teaching job
(Ea«t Sid* of Square)
at 15, when efforts to secure an
1W Court Square, Princeton
older teacher had failed. She
Ph*. 470
taught in this schoolhouse a mile

D e a d Stock

We B e l i e v e T h e s e A r e
America's Best Values t

WANTftD

WHITE C A S U A L S

The Kentucky Rendering Works will pick
0

up your d e a d stock promptly, free of charge and
on sanitary trucks which are disinfected daily.
W e pick up horses, cows and hogs.

Call

Kentucky Rendering Works
Phone No. 442-J

Princeton, Ky.

W e pay all phone charges,

Don't take our word for it I Com* in and see
for yourself! Take the smart sandals above,
for example. They're mad* f r o m , F I N E G R A D E LEATHER. The soles are D U R A B L E NEOLITE! The platforms are springy,
C O R K - A N D - R U B B E R ! T H I S kind of)
Q U A L I T Y goes into every pair of shoes wei
eelL No wonder it's PENNEY 1 S for second*
[to-none SHOE V A L C E S I
fYou get the same EXCELLENT Q U A L I T Y
and V A L U E iu our dress shoes, too! A typical buy is this trim perforated white suedei
pump.
$4.00

Many other summer styles

$2.00

WEEKEND

MEN C O T T O N

MEN'S KHAKI
Rayon-and-Cotton

Priced Lower than Ever!

for

TABLE BEAUTY!

WEEK-END C A S E
MEN'S KHAKI

New season . . . new scenery! To say
" i f s fun" to redecorate is putting

it

mildly when you have wallpapers like

PBESCMPTIQj
for SOUTHERN
HOMES...

these to work with.

Smart, new, mod-

ern designs to add a note of distinction

A f e w months ago, you'd
have paid m u c h more f o r
this superb quality! It's
half lustrous rayon, half
sturdy cotton in attractive poppy d e s i g n s ! C o l orfast.

Drastically reduced, now,
before vacations! W a t e r proof Pyroxylin coated
canvas c o v e r i n g s ; with
smart, sturdy
leather
binding!
Handy
21"
size!

Suit-Cases

BOYS' POPLIN

— t o bring freshness into your home.
Top

quality—reasonably

priced

and

PRICED RIGHT

all washable.

RE-PRICED T O SELL
MEN'S SPORT

See our variety of patterns and get

1st Coat INSURED PRIMER

2nd Corf OUTSIDE WfflTE

the auriocs thoroughly,
g»»ee a *ohd, uniform, foundation forth* finishing ooat

W^UTHEMMI*

our prices before you buy.

Fttmiakne a a*ffd«ant«g dierftbie nrlaoe that bofcta
ooior for yomra.

CHILDREN'S

>0* SOUTHERN CLIME

Brown and White
Unbeatable Values in

Steger L u m b e r C o
Princeton, Kentucky

ARRXN ON THZ AIH

WSM'8

AHAHD

o i l <

SMART

CRETONNE

S A V E

BUY AT PENNEY'S

Lowest Price in Years!

Full, f r o t h y 4Vi" French
headed ruffles with allo v e r printed snowflake
d o t s ! Long-wearing marquisette, i v o r y color with
red, blue green d o t s !
Top 62"x45".

r. *i

m

-

«Ji
: '

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
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Presbyterians To C l a s s i f i e d
Have Bible School

Missionary Here
For District Meet

: -i.

Korean Leader Addresses
Methodist Women's
Societies Tuesday

A district-wide meeting of Women's societies of Christian Service was held at Ogden Memorial
Methodist Church Tuesday.
The morning session opened
at 9:30 o'clock and speakers included the District promotion
secretary, Mrs. W. D. Maddox,
Kuttawa, who presided. Several
conference and district officers
also spoke.
The guest of honor and principal speaker was Mrs. Induk
Pahk, a native of Korea. Her
subject was "The Role of Korea
in World Affairs, and the Status
of Women in Korea."
Mrs. Pahk is the first Oriental
travelling secretary for the Student Volunteer Movement in the
United States in the interest of
foreign missions. She has also
lectured for student movements
in Great Britain, Canada, Ireland, China and India, and has
devoted much time to Y.W.C.A.
interests in Korea.
Pot-luck dinner was served at
the noon hour.

Physicians-Dentists
Meet At Eddyville
The following Princeton physicians and dentists attended the
Four - County Medico - Dental
meeting at Eddyville Friday
night: L. E. Nichols, I. Z. Barber,
B. K. Amos, W. L. Cash, Ralph
Cash, Power Wolfe, B. L. Keeney
and W. E. Willis.
"Anesthesia in Emergencies,
with Special Reference to General Practitioners," and "End
Results in Stomach, Gall Bladder and Duodenal Surgery" were
subjects for discussion led by
Drs. Frank Bassett and Gant
Gaither, Hopkinsville, followed
by a general discussion.

"CHEER UP,' 'GLENNY' "^Dickie Landry, 4, of Lynn, Mass.,
(left) who lost both legs under a train last year shows 11-yearold Glenwood Brann, Jr., how easily he walks on his second
chance of artificial legs in Maiden, Mass. (May 26) 'Glenny' is
recovering after the amputation of both legs, burned when a
boy's prank misfired. (AP Wirephoto)

Mr. And Mrs. A. G. Butler Editor Named Delegate
To Safety Conference
Visit Sons In Service
G. M. Pedley, editor-publisher

Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Butler, Sr.,
824 West Main street, have returned from a two weeks' visit
to their children, Ensign A. G.
Butler, wife and daughter, Portsmouth, New Hampshire; Capt.
Farley Butler, wife and son, Arlington, Va., and daughter and
son-in-law Mr. and Mrs. William
D. Morgan, Arlington, Va. Ensign Butler has just received
orders for sea duty. He will be
on the U.S.S. Harlan R. Dickson,
now on temporary duty in the
Mediterranean. Capt. Butler is
W. Ky. Strawberry Crop in the Adjutant General's office,
Pentagon Building, Arlington,
May Bring $1,000,000
but will go to Officers' CandiPaducah — Lower Western date School at Carlisle, Pa., in
Kentucky's 1947 strawberry crop September.
may tat the $1,000,000 mark, in
the cjRbm of growers and 6ales Murray College To Have
agents in this area. A sudden
drop in temperature Sunday Teachers' Workshop
Murray, May 28 — Dr. Ralph
slowed berry ripening and is expected to prolong the picking H. Woods, president of Murray
season. Berries are averaging $6 State Teacher^ College, said today that plans had been coma crate.
pleted for a five-week teachers
workshop in elementary educaYou Cannot Vote Unless
tion to be held at the college
Properly Registered! !
from Monday to July 9.

For Sale!
Solid stone suburban dwelling—4 rooms, basement, garage, almost an acre of land on outer
Baldwin Ave — $4,000.00.
6-room dwelling with bath, full basement, good
outbuildings. 150x150 lot on White St. $5,000.
1 '/2-story modern concrete block home—hardwood floors, stoker-furnace, hot water heater,
full basement, new, modern on So. Seminary—
$7,500.00.
Modern log 6-room home on very large lot,
North Darby St. — $4,250.00.

if

One vacant lot near Second Baptist Church, on
West side of Cherry street. Priced
$350.00
Several farms and building lots.

C. A. WOODALL
Insurance and Real Estate

W . M A I N ST.

PHONE 54

of The Leader, has been appointed a delegate to Gov. S. S. Willis' Highway Safety conference,
to be held in Louisville June 6.
The Governor is seeking to effect a State-wide organization
which will aid in formulating
a program to reduce highway
accidents in Kentucky,
which
last year took 772 lives.

Waterfield Adds Doran
And Wife To His Staff
Addition of Adron Doran and
Mrs. Doran, Wingo, to his State
headquarters staff w a s
announced Tuesday by Harry Lee
Waterfield,
candidate for the
Democratic nomination for Governor.
Doran, a House member of the
1944 and 1946 General Assemblies and 1946 president of the
Kentucky Education Association,
will serve as vice-chairman. Mrs.
Doran will be a receptionist.

Pickens Pitches Locals
To Victory Over Salem
Princeton's Twin-States nine
knocked Salem out of the League' lead Sunday afternoon with
a 9-3 triumph at Salem.
The visitors landed on Crittenden, who had a record of five
straight victories without a loss,
in the third inning, and soon
gained a fat lead for Jim Pickens.
But the lanky Pickens didn't
need too large a margin, as he
was firing them past Salem hitters all afternoon. He allowed
but six hits, and kept them scattered except a brief flurry in
the seventh frame. The only
real blow hit off Pickens was
Stone's homer in the fourth
frame.
Hobby led the Princeton hitters with a perfect three-forthree day.
Score by innings:
R. H. E.
Princeton .001 420 110—9 11 2
Salem
000 100 200—3 6 3
Pickens and Morgan; Chittenden, Stone, Champion and Crotzer.

NICE thriving business for sale.
All persons having claims
Possession now with long lease.
against the estate of the late
Cummins Insurance Agency.
Mrs. Mary Mott O'Hara will
Office over Wood's Drug Store.
please present them for payment
Phone 520-J.
ltc
on or before June 20, and all
Nice fat Barred
persons knowing themselves to FOR SALE:
Rock fryers and nice fresh
be indebted to~THe said estate
eggs. Also U. S. approved for
will please come forward and
setting eggs. Mrs. Rufus Gressettle said accounts.
ham, 807 North Jefferson street.
Frank G. Wood, Administrator.
Phone 564-J.
ltp
3tc June 5
NATIONALLY ADVERTISED in VOGUt,
GLAMOUR. SEVENTEEN...

night $ 1,037,960 httd l„, n p |7]
ed in its campaign lor funJ/J|
erect a Mrthodtit hoaptm j J
Louisville, ( A P ) - O f f i c i a l s of minimum goal of the
FOR SALE: '42 Ford ton pickthe Loui*dUe conference, Metho $1,000,000.
'
up truck. See Willie James,
| reported Tuesday
Star Route 5, M mile from
courthouse.
ltF

Alls

Western 1Union
T e l e o r a n h St a t i n n

Ua

me

CONTEST

Register

I5TH

To*

day!
Then
catch your Big
Boss I Nothing to
Buy
No Letter
to Write!

WIZARD OUTBOARD MOTORS
175 valuable prizes in all Fishing Rods,
Reels, Tackle of all kinds to be given

First to fifth place
prizes in each one of
35 s t a t e s
Inquired
about it today I

Western Auto Associate Stor
Phone 213

Home-Owned and Operated by
JOE P. WILCOX

Princetoi

Indiana, $1.35

SUNSHINE HI-HO

MAYFAIR BRAND

16 oz. jar

15<
35<

CHIPS

m

11 oz. pkg

m

16 oz. jar 21 ft

POTATO SALAD
SAUSAGE

ik

No. 208 pkg

LADY BETTY

PICKLES

2V2 oz. can

4 oz. can

HONEY

5 lb. pail

GOLD KRAFT OR MAGIC GOLD

PEANUT BUTTER

32 oz. jar

CALIFORNIA, IN LIGHT SYRUP

PEAS

PEACHES

PURE Strawberry, Cherry, Peach

PRESERVES

15 oz. jar

39(

measure cut
i in all states td
the 1947 crod
are made]
| carry out Gover
farm pra^
to improve
erosion. The
I reduce those ra

lis Ready]
10n Brie

41.96

1« OZ. JAR 54c,

STOKELY TASTY KING

No. 2 can

IH

\u

SUNSHINE POTATO

VIENNA

16 oz. jar

1 lb. pkg.

CRACKERS

BOND'S WHOLE SWEET

CALIFORNIA, Seeded or Seedless

Everybody reads The Leader!

AM

i k m
MAY

large can

RAISINS

E

IN W E S T E R N AUTO'S

1 lb. pkg.

SPEARS

[AA
Itoppel

Phone 258

JULIENE POTATO
PIMENTO,

75

*

SUNSHINE KRISPY

MEAT

Governor Simeon Willis Monday said he has not decided on
calling a special session of the
State Legislature to pass on increased appropriations for education, and that rumors regarding it are pure "political speculation."

IIaIAI

n w i a U a

Carton $1.35 plus Ky. State Tax.

STICKS

k « $ ; J ? T V N.W.I

Now Located in

CIGARETTES, Popular Brands
CRACKERS

HE

OP

POTTED

Willis Undecided About
Calling Special Session

Thursday, May ty ^

Methodists Exceed
Hospital Fund Quota

RELIABLE MAN with car wanted to call on farmers in Caldwell county. Wonderful opporClasses Sttirt Monday,
tunity. $15 to $20 in a day.
No experience or capital reJune 2 For Children
EXCELLENT
OPPORTUNITY:
quired. Permanent. Write toSalesmen — age 23-85 must be
4 To 15
* day. McNess Company, Dept.
willing to travel permanently
The C e n t r a l Presbyterian
A, Freeport, 111.
2tp
outside of Kentucky selling
Church Bible School will be held
savings accounts in Federal
from June 2 through June 18, Jn Certified Hybrid Corn $8 per bu.
Savings and Loan Associations.
elusive, Mondays through Fri
(white). Discount on five or
First work will be done in
days. Classes will be open to all
more bushels. Mitchell ImpleChicago for one of the largest
children of the community from
ment Co. Phone 242. .
tfc
institutions in Illinois. Trans4 through IS years old and villi
portation paid. Earnings averbe conducted from 8:30 o'clock GAS RANGES — $130.95. Sears
Order Office. Phone 790.
ltc
age $60 to $85 weekly. This
through il:30, each morning.
year is the first time savings
Staff members include Mrs. FOR SALE: Plenty of new 9x12
accounts have been solicited
Charles Curry, Mrs. Frank Craig,
linoleum rugs and oil stoves,
since 1942 and these are among
Mrs. Allison Akin, Mrs. Alan
mattresses, porch swings, etc.
the first positions available in
Murphy, Mrs. Louard Oliver,
J. F. Morgan.
3tc
this line of work since the war.
Misses Joann Pickering, Betty
Possibility for rapid advanceJo Linton, Nellie Oliver and COME BUY OUR PIANOS and
ment. Work with a Kentuckian
Pamelia Gordon.
save up to $100.00. Dye Piano
for the largest manufacturer
Co., 409 S. Main, Hopkinsville,
The school will include Bible
of coin savings banks in AmerKy.
«tP
study, a Bible story hour, handica. See Mr. Pollard 10 A.M.
work of many types, recreation
to 1 P.M. Saturday only at the
and games, singing, and several ARMORED CABLE — 14 guage
wire. 125 ft. for $6.81. Sears
Henrietta Hotel, Princeton, Ky.
other special features. A picnic
Order
Office. Phone 790. ltc
ltc
will be held at conclusion of the
Bible school for all of partici- FARM FOR SALE: 85 acres; 2V4
pants, and a special program
mi. north of Princeton; good In Appreciation
will be presented at the church
house and barn and plenty of
We wish to thank our friends
by the group.
water. Immediate possession. and neighbors for deeds of kindSee H. E. Ruff in, Route 1, or ness shown us during our recent
call 78 between 7 and 5 o'clock. bereavement, in the death of
Relatives May Choose
2tp our brother and uncle, Walter
Heroes' Burial Places
H. Tosh. Especially do we thank
Letters were sent last week FOR SALE: Farmall H tractor; the Rev. H. G. M. Hatler for
practically new; plow, disc, his consoling words, the Morgan
to more than 20,000 next of kin
cultivator (used about 3 mo.) Funeral Home, all those who
of American dead, who now lie
See H. C. Cooper, Star Route sent floral offerings, and anyone
in 15 of the 200 temporary ceme6, Princeton, Ky.
2tp who rendered service in any
teries overseas.
This is the first step in de- ALL-PURPOSE 5 H.P. Electric way. May each of you be so
termining the final resting places
power unit. $185.75. Sears Ord- comforted in your hour of sorof those who died outside the
er Office. Phone 790.
ltc row is our prayer. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
continental limits of the United
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Sheridan,
States, during World War II. MONUMENTS: John Davis and
Kenneth and Mabel
ltp
Son. Phone 96.
tfc
Letters of inquiry will in the
future be sent to all concerned.
BOTTLED GAS Ranges - $139.95. Notice
Next of kin may choose to
Memorial services for Caldwell
Sears Order Office. Phone 790.
have the bodies of the World
ltc County war dead will be held
War II Armed Forces personnel
at the courthouse May 30 at 5
who died overseas returned to FOR SALE:
1 Dodge 2-door P. M. Gold star families and the
The United States for burial in
auto, fine shape; 1 '31 Chev. public are cordially invited.
a national cemetery, buried in
pick-up truck, good; lot of Crosses will be erected for dea permanent United States miligood bicycles, beds, springs, parted veterans.
tary cemetery overseas, or buried
and mattresses, cook stoves
Sam Steger, commander, V.F.W.
in a private cemetery in a forand heaters, shoes, clothing,
C. A. Varble, commander,
eign country, which is the homedresses, and men's suits, extra
American Legion.
2tc
land of the veteran or next of
coats, accessories of all kinds;
kin.
porch swings and gliders. J.
F. Morgan.
3tc Notice
The Caldwell County Board of
West Kentucky Co-op
Certified Hybrid Corn $8 per bu. Education will receive sealed
Gets $525,000 Loan
(yellow) and $8.50 per bu. bids on the following school
(white). Discount on five or property:
Washington, (AP)—The Rural
School building and 1 V« acres
more bushels. Mitchell ImpleElectrification Administ r a t i o n
Tuesday approved loans totaling
ment Co. Phone 242.
tfc of land, more or less, known as
Eddy Creek School.
$2,880,000 to borrowers for exSchool building and 2 acres
tension of electrical service to HOUSE PAINT — 10 gallons to
customer. $4.39. Sears Order of land, more or less, known as
farming areas. The loans includOffice. Phone 790.
ltc White Sulphur school.
ed West Kentucky Rural Electric
School building and lot known
Cooperative Corporation, May- WHITE
OR COLORED girl
field, $525,000.
wanted to stay with small child as Chapel Colored school.
All bids must be in the office
from 8:30 until 5:30 on weekof
the Caldwell County Board
days.
Apply
in
person
at
ArLivestock Market
nold's, West Main St., Prince- of Education by 10:00 A.M. June
Sales on the Princeton Liveton, Ky. to Mrs. Gary Hob- 2, 1947.
stock Market Monday were fully
The Board reserves the right
good.
ltc
steady with last week it was reto
reject any and all bids.
ported by Brad Lacy, manager.
FOR SALE: Magic Chef, white
Signed: Floyd E. Jones,
Total head sold was 1178. Baby
table-top, 4-burner apartment
Chairman
beeves topped at $24; No. 1 veals,
size gas range; practically new.
Clifton Clift, Secretary
$25.50; and hogs, $23.75.
Priced $45. 418 S. Jefferson
St. Phone 503-J.
ltp

Administrator's Notice

-

45C

No. 2^2 can

PENN, 2000 MILE GUARANTEE, frj <1Q

MOTOR OIL 2 gal. tax i n c . ) ! - ™

MASON JARS; complete with caps and rubbers:
Pints, 550; Quarts, 650; % Gallons, 890

4*edJt Q>uutL and VeqetcUeA
MILD ft SWEET

WHITE O N I O N S

lb.

FLORIDA, LARGE SIZE

NEW RED POTATOES
W e have a supply of flowers of all kinds for the cemetery.

All kinds of Potted Plants, Cut Flowers, Wreaths.

5 lbs.

U

25<

to $6.95

SLICE BACON

lb. 5 5 <

Phone 626-J

Option

-Tb»

clu.lv.ly
publUhKl heralnION A''

atchM er*atuu

box

$5.50

HEAVY WITH JUICE

Sweet Florida Oranges

Cnjey (he oXMon-plortorwed comfort ef Connie io-heefcrs
cleverly styled sabot-stropped sandals ef «oft white
It!

Princeton Shoe Co.

FRANKFURTERS
.'

Hickory Smoked Country Ham k a i l

Eddyville Road

lb. 14Vi0,

,b.

U t

M

f

lb. 2 9 (

MacI

'instruction i
V «pecial
for sv
, * TVA to
l * * * to de
H ? / * * and
f * built.

1 IB. LAYERS

PURE H O G LARD

Harvill

APPLES

Weekend Meat Specicdi

$3.50

ORDER N O W — D O N T DELAV

A. M .

WESTERN WINESAPS,

Cash To „
'Safety]

•j.-'by GovTi

l lb. pkg. 200

Red Front Stores.

Listen to "Bin* Sings" Daily 9 A. M. WSON Henderson, Ky.

Red Front Stores
MORE FOR YOUR MONEY A L L T H E TIME

'

was al?;q
*nt co
^

were J

i 16^ C d
the Ar
, i^'olk.
4vuion

